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Manybusinesses, fearful of computerizing
their accounting, still use pencils to keep their
books.
But what those businessesreallyshould fear
are pencils.
Pencils, for example, can't track receivables
on a dailybasis -a feature that can payforaccounting software just in receivables collected alone.
And with accounting software like Open
Systems, you can receive immediate financial
and business operations advice that alerts you to
problem areas. Oureasy-to-use
OpenforBusinessXpackageisso
full- featured it'll do just that; obviously, a pencil won't.
In addition, only integrated
business and accounting software like our Harmony"'lets you
combine information from
accounting and businessoperations with word processing spreadsheets and
data bases. Actually, pencils aren't the only things
that can't do all that; most, quote, "integrated"
software packages can't do all that, either.
Obviously, a pencil can generate only limited information. But OSAS..gives you unlimited
choices. You can customize the system to
provide the exact, comprehensive accounting
and business operations information your management needs.
In fact, all three Open Systems solutions
provide the management information you need,
when you need it, in the form you want it.
So don't settle for any old number two
solution.
Insist, instead, on number one.
Open Systemsoffersyou the comfort of our
10 years of experience installing over
370,000 accounting and business
packages in American businessesc 1986 Open Systems Inc

•
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more than any company in America.
We offerthesecurityof backingfrom UCCEL
corporation. With annual revenues exceeding
$200 million, UCCEL is one of the world's largest
software companies.
We also offer you more to choose from.
A selection so broad that you can find the system
that meets your distinctive needs.
And then we offer a unique promise. We
promise you can't go wrong.
In a warranty without precedent in our

industry, we promise that if you're not completely
satisfied with anyOpen Systems software, we'll replace it with one bettermatched to your business.
Will you need our guarantee? Not likely.
A remarkable 89% of our customers report complete satisfaction with our software.In fact, they
report no individual area of dissatisfaction.
So we stand by number one.
And there's more of us standing behind it
than behind any other accounting software in
the country.
So we suggest you get off the pencil and get
on the phone, and see what number one can do.
Just call or write Open Systems, 6477 City
West Parkway, Minneapolis, MN55344,
1- 800 - 328 -2276. In MN 1- 612 - 829 -0032.
After all, we guarantee you can't go wrong
with number one. Which is a lot
more than anyone can say for old
number two.

OPEN
SYSTEMS
ACCOuffTING&BUSINESSSOFfWARE

1 -800- 328 -2276 A UCCELCOMPANY
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For your free booklet contact one of
100 Accountemps offices on three continents, or write:
Accountemps, Administrative Services Dept.,
522 Fifth Avenue, New York, NY 10036

World's largest temporary service
specializing in accounting, bookkeeping, and data processing.
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Glen Woodson: `Grassroots President'

20

By Robert F. Randall
A midwesterner who forged his way up through several NAA chapters and councils to
election as President of the National Association of Accountants will turn his management
skills to guiding the Association in 1986 -87. This long -time NAA member is an acquisitions
consultant and seeker of small companies to turn around. His aim as president: to boost
the Association's membership at least 5 %.

Accounting
Issues

Why Can't Accountants Deal with Uncertainty about
Enterprise Continuity?

24

By Thomas E. McKee
Accounting theory and GAAP have diverged as reporting standards that favor expediency
rather than practicality continue to be promulgated. Part of the problem is the reluctance of
accountants to deal with uncertainty. What is needed is a temporal continuity concept, as
elaborated here.
Certificate of Merit, 1985 -86

Cash
Management

Can a Central Cash Pool Work for Transfer Pricing?

31

By Jan E. Terbrueggen
Companies that use a central cash pool find they have better control over funds, more
professional cash management, and can make better investment decisions.

Computers

Office Automation: Selecting the Right Communications System 34
By Benny R. Copeland and Dave Ramzy
If you don't know the difference between a PBX and a LAN, this article could assist you in
making office automation choices. Beyond the PC are a number of options enabling management to link PCs to PCs and PCs to a mainframe, continuing the drive for productivity.

How to Create an Electronic Spreadsheet Budget

40

By Fred A. Shelton and Jack C. Bailes
The built -in computational power of electronic spreadsheets lets management accountants perform complex analyses at the push of a button.
Certificate of Merit, 1985 -86

Careers

Do You Have a Productivity Disease?

49

By Carole Cheatham
Don't despair if your ability to get things done seems to be deteriorating. Instead, create
your own personal incentive program and learn to avoid the "productivity diseases" that
can destroy a healthy and productive work style.

Costs

Using Breakeven Analysis When Cost Behavior Is Unknown

52

By Kenneth P. Sinclair and James A. Talbott, Jr.
A new approach to breakeven analysis can .help you determine a product's profitability
even if costs are not easily classified as fixed or variable.
Certificate of Merit, 1985 -86
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Conference

Cost Accounting for the '90s

58

By Susan Jayson
More than 250 financial and accounting executives at NAA's recent two -day conference
were briefed on what the latest technological trends are in industry.
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The "Data Sheet" column on page 14 of this issue of MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING reports on
the bill sponsored by Rep. Wyden (D -Ore.) and co- sponsored by Congressman John Dingell, Chairman of the House Energy and Commerce Committee, and five other committee
members. The proposal would require that audits include "reasonable procedures" for
detection of financial fraud and require auditors to report fraudulent activities to law enforcement and regulatory agencies. Also required would be an evaluation of the client's
internal control systems and a written report as to the adequacy of the internal controls
and the reasonable assurance that fraudulent activities have been detected and reported.
If passed, the bill would have a major impact on auditor /client relationships and is, therefore, of major importance to public accountants and management accountants alike. At
the least, it would probably raise audit fees substantially, force the auditor to decide what is
or is not a "fraudulent activity," and require a report to outside parties as well as to management. In addition, there is no materiality provision in the current version of the bill.
Under a literal interpretation of its provisions a shortage in the petty cash at a remote
subsidiary location could be considered a fraudulent activity.
Copies of the bill and other background material are available from the Public Relations
Department, NAA, 10 Paragon Drive, P.O. Box 433, Montvale, NJ 07645 -1760; (201) 5736233. We urge you to become familiar with the bill and express your views to your representative and senators... quickly!
1
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Cover: Glen E. Woodson, NAA President, 1986 -87. Photograph by Scott Mitchell.
Views expressed herein are authors' and do not represent Association policy unless so stated. Publi-

cation of paid advertising and new product and service information does not constitute an endorsement by the Association of the advertiser or the product or service. Quantity reprints of any article in
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING or back issues (subject to availability) may be obtained from Special Order
Department, NAA, Montvale, NJ 07645 -1760.
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PERSPECTIVES

Status Report —Where Are We?
Where Are We Going?
Just as you engage in long -range planning in your own companies,
your NAA publications department plays a part in the business of
NAA and takes a continuous look at the past, present, and future.
Some of the operations which we have recently appraised include:
Editorial Content—All manuscripts are reviewed by an editorial review board of three prior to their being published. After publishing,
each issue Of MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING I s critiqued by a panel selected from the Committee of Publications, and written reports are
returned to the publications staff.
Income from Operations— Revenue has increased from $189,236
in 1976 to an estimated $1,348,000 for the 1986 FY—or seven
times that of 10 years ago. These revenues have permitted us to
publish a more contemporary journal with four - color, more interesting graphics, and additional editorial pages.
Subscriptions —Our direct mail solicitation of nonmember subscribers this year resulted in an increase of 21 % in our subscriber
lists. Chapters often use these lists as a source of possible new
members.
Other Operations and Plans —We will begin in August, on a test
basis, a classified section. Subscriptions to the Comprehensive
Publication Service (available to members at $30 per year) will be
provided to subscriber libraries of nonprofit organizations at a special rate of $50 per year.
We are at present testing MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING single copy
sales ($6.00 per copy) on 45 newsstands in the New York area.
This is being done to increase public awareness and possibly increase the number of nonmember subscribers.
We have begun informal discussions with graphic designers and
artists regarding possible graphic redesign of MANAGEMENT AcCOUNTING. If such takes place, every consideration also will be given
to accommodate expanded editorial coverage. We received approximately 600 manuscripts this year from our members; we published
only about 90. It was necessary to publish a large number of these
excellent manuscripts in summary form (Management Accounting
Digest Service). We regret not having the space available to accommodate these authors' work.
We pledge to you that this magazine will continue to be a technical journal serving the educational and professional needs of all accountants, and we will publish as much editorial as our resources
permit.
JAMES D. COLLIER
Publisher
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Focus:ABC audit software. Productivity
fromentrytoanalysis, and beyond.
0

Focus:ABC saves your practice time
and money on engagements requiring
anything from audit /compilation
workpapers through analytical review,
nancial statements, tax summaries, graphs
.id more.
And that's only the beginning. Focus:ABC
- the industry's original LOTUS -based audit
>ftware gives you the flexibility to create
.e analyses you need within the control of
)cus:ASC's menus and error- trapping
lograms.
You'll like the speed. You'll like the scope.
And most of all, you'll like the puce —just $495 for Audit
Version, $245 for Compilation Version.
ANk
Call or write today for a
brochure and demo disk.
Returntodayforfreebrochureanddemodisk!
Please send me my
free brochure and
demo disk.
Please contact me.

NAME
FIRM
ADDRESS

focus:
Power Made Easy'"
By Hemming Morse, Inc., CPAs
Return coupon to: Hemming Morse, Inc.,
CPAs — 1700 S. El Camino Real, Ste. 320
— San Mateo, CA 94402 — 415/574 -1908

Focus:ABC rewires LOTUS
1 -2 -3 Release 2.0, and is
suitable for use on any IBM -PC
or 100% IBM- compatible
tnicrocontpurer
Circle number 3 on reply card.

increase their awareness of ethical considerations and other nontechnical topics. JMU aspires to leadership in the field of accounting
education. With its School of Accounting and
also its Center for Research in Accounting Education, which publishes the Journal of Accounting Education, it would appear to be well on the
Robert L. Shultis, Executive Director
way.
The cordial and cooperative relationship between the Virginia Skyline Chapter, its student
affiliate, the Carmen Blough Student NAA
Chapter, and James Madison University is almost
a case study as to how NAA student aff iliGood News from Academe
ates should be operated. Its president, Ted
An invitation to spend a day or two in early May Stack, was among the leading participants in
in the Shenandoah Valley is certainly not to be the awards banquet held the evening after the
ignored. With the lush green fields, the rolling meeting of the Board of Advisors. Two student
mountains to the east and west, and the apple members were awarded scholarships offered
and peach orchards in full bloom, there are few by the Skyline Chapter. In addition, the NAA
areas in the country that can match it for sheer chapter president, Dan Fraser, received an
scenic beauty.
award acknowledging his and the chapter's
Enjoying the scenic splendor was not the contribution to the furtherance of the careers of
purpose of the trip, however. It was a by -prod- the JMU accounting students. Such cooperauct of an invitation from Dr. Ralph Benke, direc- tion doesn't just happen. Guidance, direction
tor of the School of Accounting of James Madi- and inspiration are necessary— especially for
son University, to join other interested business the students who are involved. In this case,
people at the organization meeting of the many of the kudos must go to Dr. Brad Roof,
Board of Advisors to the School of Accounting. associate professor of accounting at JMU and
NAA'ers will be interested to know that the As- current principal of the Virginia Council of the
sociation was well represented on the Board. NAA, for his im agin ative ideas th at h ave
Current or recent members of the NAA Execu- brought the work of the two groups in close
tive Committee, who are also members of the harmony.
Board of Advisors, include Ernie Huband, Bob
An invitation to be "distinguished lecturer" at
Liptak, and Charlie Phipps. Charlie also was the University of North Florida offered me the
unanimously elected chairman of the Board of opportunity to visit its campus in Jacksonville
Advisors.
and to meet students and members of the facIt has long been an objective of NAA to seek ulty. The faculty here also recognizes that
to broaden the horizons of accounting instruc- weaknesses exist in current approaches to action at the college and university level so that counting education. Taking a cue, perhaps,
students may have an appreciation of all seg- from c ommen ts offered by various CEOs
ments of the accounting profession, and the whose interviews have appeared in MANAGEadvantages and disadvantages, problems, and MENT ACCOUNTING, Dr. Homer Bates, chairman
opportunities of each. Certainly the steps which of the Accounting Department, has organized
JMU is taking indicate a strong awareness of an interesting program to correct the deficienthe many- faceted profession that accounting cies in communications skills — especially writ has become.
ing—so evident among accountants. Several
Dr. Benke — himself an author with James accounting courses at UNF now require typical
Don Edwards of an NAA research study, Trans- business -like, written reports each semester,
fer Pricing: Techniques and Uses -- chaired a rather than just solutions to accounting probthorough orientation for the Board of Advisors lems, .. close to what the students will be
which included remarks by the deans of the called upon to do in the business world. In addiColleges of Business and Letters and Sciences tion, the department has engaged a writing
and by the acting president of the University. consultant to work with the accounting faculty,
One of about 35 professional schools of ac- as well as with the students, to improve the
counting in the country, it will enable JMU to quality of these reports.
take a more professional approach in educatThe program is in its start-up phase, so it is
ing accounting students. The faculty is aware of too early to tell how effective it will be. Accordthe need for more courses to strengthen stu- ing to Dr. Bates, the students don't much like it
dents' oral and written communications, and to
$# 68
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e think there are a number of reasons.

Perhaps it's because Data Design is increasW
ingly recognized as one of the finest applications
software companies in the world. It's a realization
that has come not just to our clients, but to our
competitors as well. Mainframe financial software
packages from Data Design are consistently rated
the best in nationally- recognized independent software surveys —year after year,
Maybe they're afraid of our people. Data Design's
employees share an unparalleled commitment to
product quality and service. Their high level of data
processing and accounting skills is well known40 percent have graduate degrees in business
management. We have also enjoyed a less than five
percent employee turn -over rate for over adecade
(while the industry average is over 30). So our
customers can be confident that the people who
develop their systems willremain with the company —ready to provide the support that is consistently rated the highest in the industry.
It could be the increasing realization among

companies that vendor size and a familiar name do
not guarantee happiness, Especially when software
comes from "single source or "all- things- to -allpeople" vendors. They are unable to produce the
type of superior product available from a firm that
specializes in aspecific application area, Afirm like
Data Design.
Perhaps it's the fact that 68 percent of our customers who previously purchased other vendors'
systems decided to switch to Data Design.
Or it might be because we give potential customersacompletecustomer list, to allow them to
survey any of our systems' users. If you want to see
real fear, ask another vendor to do the same.
Incidentally, our customer list includes Alcoa,
Gerber, Pillsbury, Sherwin - Williams, Merrill Lynch,
Bankers' Trust, Bristol- Myers, Federal Express,
Litton, Lloyd's Bank, The NewYork limes Company, Owens- Corning, Royal Business Machines,
Warner- Lambert and hundreds ofother FORTUNE
1000 companies.
Maybe what's giving them sweaty palms is the
Circle number 6 on reply card,

fact that we are amodel of financial stability and
growth in an industry that's nervously watching
revenues and profits decline. Who knows?
Butynuhave nothing to be afraid of if you're
considering Data Design... financial software that's
considered the best.

GENERALLEDGER
ACCOUNTSPAYABLE
PURCHASEORDERCONTROL
FIXEDASSETS
CAPITALPROJECTMANAGEMENT
The choice is yours: the biggest or the best. Call
Betty Fulton toll -free at 800-556-5511.
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&reUmcein, nandalsoftwane.Bydisigrr.
1279 Oakmead Parkway,Sunnyvale, CA 94086

Management
Accounting
Practices
Louis Bisgay, Editor

Ihlanfeldt Named MAP Chairman
William J. Ihlanfeldt, assistant controller of
Shell Oil Co., became chairman of the Management Accounting Practices Committee on July
1. He has been a member of the Committee
since 1982.
Mr. Ihlanfeldt has been with Shell since
1949, serving in a variety of accounting, auditing, and financial positions. Currently, he is responsible for corporate accounting research
and controls. Mr. Ihlanfeldt is a graduate of the
University of Washington. He has been active
professionally. In addition to service with NAA,
he has worked with the Financial Executives Institute's Committee on Corporate Reporting
and has been president of the Houston Chapter of the Texas Society of CPAs.
The new Association year brings two newcomers to the MAP Committee: James P. Col ford, director of accounting practices, IBM Corporation; and John J. Perrell, III, vice president,
corporate accounting and reporting, American
Express Co.
Continuing their service on MAP are Raymond H. Alleman, senior vice president and
comptroller, ITT Corporation; Robert N. Anthony, professor emeritus, Harvard Business
School; Patricia P. Douglas, professor of accounting and finance, University of Montana;
and Eugene H. Irminger, senior vice president
of finance, Centel Corp.
Also James J. Latchford, assistant vice president and assistant controller, W.R. Grace &
Company; Arthur D. Lyons, vice president and
controller, FMC Corp.; Norman N. Strauss,
partner, Ernst & Whinney; Edward W. Trott,
partner, Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co.; and
Robert G. Weiss, vice president and controller,
Schering - Plough Corp.
The two departing MAP Committee members
have been major contributors to NAA's professional growth. Bernard R. Doyle, manager -cor8

porate accounting services, General Electric
Co., has chaired the MAP Committee for the
past two years, during which time the Committee has significantly expanded both its development of Statements on Management Accounting and in t erac tion with ac cou nt in g
standard - setting bodies such as the Financial
Accounting Standards Board (FASB), Allen H.
Seed, III, senior consultant at Arthur D. Little,
Inc., has been heavily involved in the promulgation of Statements on Management Accounting
and, for the past two years, has chaired the
sub committ ee resp ons ible for their
development.

FASB Agrees on Consolidations
Tentative Conclusions
At a meeting in April, the FASB agreed on the
contents to be reflected in a tentative conclusions document dealing with the concept of a
reporting entity and its major implications for
consolidated financial statements.
The Board tentatively approved, by a 5 -2
vote, the basic thrust of a staff draft and requested its staff to implement revisions suggested by Board members and to prepare a
ballot draft of the document. The draft proposes that, for purposes of determining if consolidation is appropriate, the parent- subsidiary
relationship should be viewed from the perspective of "control" rather than whether there
exists majority stock ownership.
The consolidations document was scheduled
for issuance in late June, along with an accompanying report on research performed.

SEC Jolts Energy Companies
A decision on May 6 by the Securities & Exchange Commission took the oil and gas industry by surprise. The commissioners unanimously rejected a proposal by the staff to temporarily
suspend the application of rules that could
have the effect of requiring many energy companies to take major write -downs of capitalized
drilling costs as of March 31, the end of the first
quarter in 1986. As a result, predictions were
voiced that some of those companies will end
up with negative net worth and possible defaults on bank loans.
The SEC decision affects more than 200
companies that use full -cost accounting, a
method whereby all drilling costs are capitalized and are then charged to expense as oil is
extracted from successful wells. The immediate
problem is caused by an SEC rule that places a
ceiling on the costs carried as assets —the cur $# 68
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Whylooklike
theaveragemanager*.?
At last there is software that
puts you ahead of the pack.
SuperProject Plus.'"' The management advantage.
We have refined the effective

You can even directlytransfer
your information
into SuperCalcs3
Release 2,
bath to you
Lotus"1-2-3,®
dBase'm and
•
other leading
software for
more detailed
Yes
financial analysis
and business Why rely on hit -or-_ miss

techniques of project management into an unprecedented tool
for complete management control.
From planning an audit, scheduling a new product, budgeting an
ad campaign to managing the production of a Broadway musical.

r

reports.

At a level anymanager can
understand. From begin-

management?

SuperProject Plus.
From Computer Associates,
the world's
ner to expert.
SuperProject Plus is
most experienced busithe first micro
ness software maker.
With a list of satisfied
M
software that lets
you see howall
too late. Compare your actual
customers that includes over
the elements you
performance against your plans. 80% of the Fortune 1000.
manage — your people, And never be surprised by a deadFor the whole story on
projects, budgets,
line again.
SuperProject Plus for the
schedules and
IBM PC, call Terry Smith at
1-800-645-3003.
resources —reOr see
late to and affect
your dealer.
each other.
You'
ll wonder how
Now you'll have the ammunition you need
" r
I /
SuperProject Plus
to
make
better
decisions.
can improve perforYOu ever managed without it.
mance on any level.
SuperProject Plus will help
OMPUTER
So you can
you optimize resources. Take on
plan ahead with confidence. Iden- greater challenges. Manage more
SSOCIATES
tify potential problem areas and
intelligently.
Softwaresuperior by design.
take corrective actionbeforeit's
In short, be a better manager.
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Taxes
Ronald M. Mano, Contributing Editor

An Unpopular Tax Proposal
To achieve goals of fairness and simplicity in
our tax system, I recommend the adoption of a
national sales tax. I know that this is not a popular proposal, and I readily admit that at one
time I was one of its strongest opponents.
However, let's examine what a national sales
tax could accomplish before we shoot it full of
holes and bury it six feet under. It would:
• Discourage abusive tax shelters. Under a national sales tax there would still be one way
to shelter income —that would be to simply
not spend the income. With a national sales
tax, the only way to profit from an investment
and not pay taxes would be to make sure
that the investment is profitable and then
save some of the money. If this was the only
way to profit from an investment, abusive tax
shelters would cease to exist. The only investments that would make any sense would
be t hos e t h at have a viab le b u s in es s
purpose.
• Tax all income. It is questionable whether the
new tax laws solve the problem of unreported tip income earned by waiters and waitresses, and it certainly does not take care of
gratuity income earned by all individuals who
provide services including beauticians, barbers, paper carriers, and others. Apparently
there are numerous workers who are paid in
cash. If we had tax on consumption, this type
of income would be taxed as soon as it is
spent. The dishonest practice of failing to report income would no longer be a problem.
• Continue the tax deduction for charitable
contributions. To achieve this goal we would
simply not require the charity to collect a tax
on contributions. In fact, money given to any
other organization or individual, whether it is
a charity or not, would not be taxed until the
recipient of the funds spends the money.
Therefore, any money given to children
would be tax free, at least until the child
spends the money.
• Maintain the interest deduction on home
10

ownership. This goal could be achieved simply by not requiring the lender to collect taxes on interest payments. In fact, the lender
would not have to collect taxes on either interest or principal because the principal
would be taxed when the home was purchased. In other words, when the consumption occurs,
• Allow some tax relief for lower income families as well as some sort of personal exemption deduction. If we believe lower income
families or large families spend most of their
money on food, clothing, transportation, and
shelter, then we could exempt from the federal sales tax such items as food purchased
at grocery stores, children's clothing (perhaps adult clothing as well), a certain amount
for the purchase of an automobile, a certain
amount for rent or the purchase of a home,
and a certain amount for essential utilities.
For instance, the first $500 of rent each
month or the first $50,000 of a home purchase could be exempted from taxation. If
someone chose to live in a $3,000 -permonth penthouse, $2,500 of the rental payment would be subject to taxation. Likewise,
if a taxpayer purchased a $250,000 home,
taxes would be applicable on $200,000 of
the purchase. Food purchased at a restaurant or liquor purchased at a grocery store
should be subject to taxation. We also could
allow a certain level of exempt utilities expense such as the first $600 per year for
electricity or gas and some amount for telephone, water, sewer, and garbage. People
who own a large home would find some of
their utility bills subject to taxation, but those
in subsistence level housing could be totally
free of taxation. In the area of transportation,
we could allow the first $5,000 or so of the
purchase price of a new or used automobile
to be exempt from taxation. We also could
exempt from taxation, the cost of public commuter transportation.
• Force wealthy individuals, families, and large
corporations to pay their fair share of the tax
burden. If the tax burden were placed at the
point of cons umption, the only way the
wealthy or large corporations would be able
to avoid the payment of taxes would be to
avoid consuming. The more they consume,
the more taxes they would be required to
pay. Therefore, if they chose to commute in
Porsches or Mercedes rather than subcompacts, they would pay a higher tax. We could
forget about the debates concerning the tax
deductibility of luxury automobiles. If an individual or company has a high - priced luxury
0# 68
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Computers
and
Accounting
Alfred M. King, Editor

Profit from the Administrator
The Administrator is a recently released microcomputer program for handling the record keeping requirements of profit- sharing plans.
After years of having a few different third -party
administrators handle my record keeping, with
the usual but frustrating delays, errors, and
constant price increases, I was pleased to discover that Benefit Administrator Systems, Inc.,
has written an excellent program for the IBM
PC and some other IBM PC compatible micros.
Although the Administrator is a sophisticated
program, it was designed for use with either
simple or complex profit- sharing plans. I operated this program for a few quarters and subsequently was able to delegate the entire processing to an assistant. W hen I used the
program, I rarely had to refer to the well- written
and easy -to- follow manual. This program can
handle up to six different types of investments
for each participant and up to five different account types including an IRA, 401(K), employee
and employer contribution accounts, and
matching with various maximum limitations. It
can also handle loans with in teres t
calculations.
Initially, I was concerned with the usual problems one encounters when setting up any new
plan or program. The Administrator has a nice
scrolling feature for the larger files, which
eased the task when entering the opening balances or entering salaries. A recently added
feature permits the program to accept data
from other computers. The product is integrated with many of the popular word processing
programs which can be used for writing personalized letters to participants.
The employer's normal year -end contribution
can be allocated to participants based either on
salary or on a unit basis. A great feature is that
the product automatically summarizes the em12

ployer contribution by each fund, which is necessary when sending funds to the investment
firm. This same analysis by fund is performed
when the automatic forfeiture reallocation is
done. At setup time, we had the option of allocating earnings based on beginning or ending
balances.
With distributions we now can determine the
breakdown between principal and accumulated
earnings for 1099 reporting purposes. The
1099s and the summary statistics for our form
5500 are printed out at the end of the year. Prior to tackling this task on my own micro, I was
constantly referring to the various printouts that
were stored away for obvious security purposes. Now, after entering the security code, it
is so much easier to inquire directly from the
PC. It also is faster and, more important, it contains the most current information, which has
been a nice, unexpected benefit in helping improve employee morale. I can now, on demand,
always generate a current participant status
report.
Transfers now are executed automatically
when a participant elects to change to a different percentage mix of investment funds. This
task was burdensome before the automatic
feature, which is a recent improvement to the
system, was implemented. For more complex
systems, the Administrator handles social security integrated plans and performs the 401(K)
discrimination testing.
When a participant resigns, balances are
segregated between fully vested and suspense
dollars which remain in the system until a
"break -in- service" occurs. At that time, the forfeitures become reallocated to the remaining
participants. A security feature prevents us
from removing participants from the plan unless there is a zero balance and no activity for
the year.
The only real problem we've encountered is
the time that it takes to print out our reports,
which is a function of the printer. We can live
with this because we only print all of our reports
quarterly. If I changed to a monthly basis, I
probably would have to upgrade my printing
capability.
Although complex, the Administrator is relatively easy to operate. We've been receiving
quarterly enhancements from the company as
part of its nominal annual maintenance fee. On
occasion, we've had to call for assistance and
have been impressed with the company's technical and legal knowledge of the various IRS
regulations and Department of Labor laws. The
price of the system ranges between $1,000 and
$10,000, depending on the complexity of the
056
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We started out looking for
a new General Ledger
system. We came up with
a system that's so much
more: Consco's AIS Accounting Information System. Only AIS gives us our
data the way we need it.
It lets us tell the system
what we look like and what
we want. It has no limits on
fields or field sizes ... which
allows us to put a lot more
data into AIS, and get a lot
more useful information
out. Using its active data
dictionary, we have been

able to add information
about Firestones customers and products, then
analyze this data to find
out what is selling, and to
whom.
"Integrated into
Consco's AIS is their

I

&

6`mmanagetoday
you have to take

intoaccount your

whole competitive

environment and
you have to ask a
lot more questions.

Consco'saccount-

ingsoftwaregives

us the answers.»
Larry
Burden

CONSOL Consolidation
system, the only system

MIS VP
FIRESTONE

�

weve found that completely automates our intercompany eliminations,
allows fast restatements
and reorganizations, plus
fully handles our foreign
currency requirements.
"Best of all. these
Consco systems are
ready to use. We found we
didn't have to tell them
everything... the basic
structure is all in there.
What Consco's done is
give us the ability to modify
them to our needs as
required...on line, real
time, no problems!"
To find out how AIS
and CONSOL can give
you the answers you're
looking for, write or call
Consco Enterprises Inc.,
400 Corporate Court,
South Plainfield, NJ
07080. Telephone (201)
561 -2111.
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Consco

Sys tems...
for the way you
do bus ines s.

Consco
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Data Sheet
Robert F. Randall

Wyden Bill Requires
Auditors to Report Fraud
A bill introduced by Rep. Ron Wyden (D. -Ore.)
and six other representatives (including John D.
Dingell) would require auditors to include reasonable procedures for financial fraud detection and to report fraudulent activities to appropriate enforcement and regulatory authorities.
The proposed legislation, "Financial Fraud Detection and Disclosure Act of 1986," has been
criticized by CPA firms on the ground that it
would force CPAs into a police role.

Annual Reports Focus on Future
The overwhelming majority of annual reports
published in the last 20 years focused solely on
the past year's results. "Today, the emerging
focus is on the future," Leslie A. Segal, president of Corporate Annual Reports, recently told

the Pittsburgh Chapter of the international
Assn. of Business Communicators. The Securities & Exchange Commission has given a boost
to this trend by requiring a discussion of liquidity and capital, along with other "significant"
factors relating to the future of the business.
Mr. Segal recommends that three elements be
included in today's annual reports: "the two or
three strengths that will enable the company to
grow and prosper over the next five years; the
strategy that will help achieve that growth and
prosperity; and a sense of who's in charge."

Predict 3% Increase in
Accounting Graduates
The total number of accounting graduates is
expected to increase by 3% in 1985 -86 to
59,400, as compared with 57,900 last year, according to the American Institute of CPAs.

Pension Rules Scored
"The FASB's new pension pronouncements,
Nos. 87 and 88, have won the undisputed title
of the 'The Worst Accounting Standards of the
Decade, "' writes Lee J. Seidler in Bear Stearns'
April 29 issue of its newsletter, "Accounting Issues." He continues: "The simple, serviceable
and reasonable accounting of the old APB
Opinion No. 8 (1966) has been converted to incomprehensible disclosure of misleading and
II
irrelevant results."

Meeting in Montvale, N.J., in April at the Roundtable on Financial Reporting and Accounting to
discuss the accounting standard - making process were these representatives: L. -r., Chad Piehl,
National Society of Public Accountants; Charles G. Carpenter, American Accounting Assn.; Michael P_ Cangemi, EDP Aud ito rs Assn.; William E. Thompson, institute of internal Auditors;
Thomas P. Kelley, AiCPA; Frank J. Giglio, American Management Assn.; NAA President Herbert
C. Knortz; Patrick G. Davey, Conference Board; Ronald Kovener, Healthcare Financial Management Assn.; W. Fletcher Lu tz, Assn. of Government Accountants; Ronald L. Laing, FEI ; Clyde
Hampton, Financial Managers Society; David Goldenberg, The Planning Forum; and NAA Executive Director R. L. Shultis.
14
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In addition to 535,000...5 very good
reasons to choose our credit line.
The convenience of a revoIvmg
credit line. Once your credi
line is approved, you
have unlimited access
to any amount of cash
up to your designated
credit limit. It only takes
a phone call to activate
your�credit�—o�check�is�then
mailed immediately.

All transactions handled by
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Satisfaction guaranteed. If you activate
your credit line and are not completely sot isfied, simply return the money within 30 days
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Asa member of the National Association of Accountants, you now have
access to on unsecured line of credit up
to $35,000.
Designed specifically for executive
clientele, this special program can provide you with major funds for major
expenditures, With all transactions hondled by mail and no collateral required,
the program is remorkably convenient.
What's more, the interest rate floats
at 4.9% over prime rate. It can be as
low as 16% and never higher than 21% .
Given current morket conditions, this
program could represent one of your
least expensive sources of financing.
This unique credit line is administered
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No fees. No prepayment pe nalties. Nothing. There's no charedit
to establish or maintain you
line, no loan processing fees, and
no prepayment penalties. OnceyoU
activate your credit, you pay interest only for the amount and time you
use the money.
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personal meetings required
or complicated procedures.
The few simple steps
necessary are made by
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Your signature is the
only collateral required. There's
no need to tie up any of your
valuable assets.

historydating bock to 1905. In California,
the program is handled by The Banker's
Investment Company. [loth are subsidiaries of Security Pacific Corporation, the
notion's seventh largest bank- holding
company with assets over $50 billion.
To cover the administrative costs of
arranging the national program, the
Association receives a small fee. The
offer should not be construed as an
endorsement by the Association of the
lender, or any other products or services
included in the Group Discount program.
You'll find it easy to apply for your
line of credit. Just fill out the coupon
and moil it today. By return mail you'll
receive a one -page application. It's that
simple. For further information call toll free 1 -800- 525 -1132. Colorado residents
call collect 341 -6581.

'both Security Pacific Executive /Professlonol Sea ices and The Dankers Investment Company are equal apportuntry lenders . Approvol
of all loons. regardless of amount, n subject to their normal credit policies
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Managing Your Career
Robert Half, Contributing Editor

How Can I Grow Under Inferior Leadership?
My problem is simple. I work for an
incompetent controller who knows
less than I do, has less experience
and who is steadily leading my department, at best, to nowhere within the corporation. I'd like to leave
but personal considerations preclude this, at least in the near future. My question is as simple as
the problem: What can I do to grow
and pro sp er under in fe ri or
leadership?
The problem may be as simple as
you state it, but the answer certainly
isn't.
You aren't alone in this dilemma.
Many t alent ed people find themselves laboring under supervisors
who, for various reasons, aren't interested or capable of providing inspired
and nurturing leadership. Too often,
people in your shoes throw up their
hands and view leaving the company
as the only viable solution. It isn't, and
because of your "personal considerations," it's an even less attractive
solution for you.
Before I get into some thoughts on
how to deal with your present situation, let me make a few comments
about avoiding this problem in the future. Too many people looking for a
job view the interview experience as a
one -way street: The em ployer
chooses the employee, and that's
that. The fact is that anyone with
something to offer a company should
be interviewing the potential boss at
the same time that the employer is interviewing you. I don't suggest that it
be overt, but you should be analyzing
whether a prospective employer has
created an atmosphere in which the
staff can grow and prosper. Does the
employer have the skills and experi16

ence for the job? What is his reputation in the field? Have you been handled profes s ionally during the
interviewing process? Is he or she the
kind of person who takes pleasure in
seeing employees achieve success
within the company, or is that sort of
success considered a threat? Is the
person you're considering working for
future - minded, or someone who's biding time until retirement? Were your
questions answered openly and candidly? Was there a sense of humor
present during your conversations?
The list goes on, and you should
make your own list of requisites in a
boss that are important to you.
Now, to the problem of dealing with
the dilemma in which you presently
find yourself. There are basically four
things you should do to try and salvage your present situation. First, expend extra effort to promote yourself
within the company. Size up what the
company needs and make yourself
available outside of your present
boss's department. This has to be
done with care and taste, but it will
pay dividends for you. Write for company publications, conduct a seminar
that will show off your strengths and
knowledge, and volunteer for committee work within the overall
organization.
Second, begin developing a reputation of influence within your company.
Don't expect it to come from your current boss. You have to create it alone.
Where does a sense of influence
stem from? Information is one way.
Be up -to -date and knowledgeable
about your field, and share what you
know freely with others. Be a good listener, someone who others can come
to with problems. Cultivate relation-

ships outside your department, particularly with those who value your advice and who are sec ure enough
within the company to let others know
that you're someone to be listened to
and respected.
Third, develop your communications skills so that the widest possible
"audience" within the company becomes aware of you and your qualities. P.T. Barnum once defined public
relations as "Do good, and tell about
it." That applies to everyone like yourself who feels stymied by an ineffective superior. You, and only you, can
take responsibility for seeing that others —peers and other superiors —
know what you know, know what you
have to offer, and know that you're
someone worth keeping in mind in the
event an opening occurs in another
department.
Fourth, while you put these ideas
into effect, you have the obligation to
not allow your feelings about your direct superior to influence the quality
of work you perform in your day -today job. Keep your complaints to
yourself and find the inner resources
to shine under your boss's inferior
leadership. That isn't easy, but it usually reaps considerable rewards.
Chances are there are others (more
than you think) within the company
who are aware of your boss's inadequacies. Watching you expending extra effort despite this can't help but
boost your rep utation within the
organization.
L7
Robert Half is the author of Robert
Half on Hiring. He heads Robert Half
International, Inc., which has more
than 90 franchised offices specializing in financial and EDP jobs.
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"With the economy the way it is, I've
opened a new file— accounts forgettable!"
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If theystartedusingourfinancialsoftware
inWashington,theyjustmightbeabletodo
whattheyhaven'tdoneforthepast25years.
Balancethebudget.
That'sbecausefinancialsoftwarefrom
ManagementScienceAmerica,Inc.wouldgive
themthefactsabouttheir figures.Factsdetailed,
comprehensiveandcurrentenoughtobring
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evenafederalbudgetunder control.
managingfinancesomethingyoucanmanage.
Butour softwarecouldworkjustaswell
Allinall, that's whyover fivethousand
for budgets under atriliondollars and withbusinesses,frommanufacturingandbankingto
outa200biliondollar deficit.How?Byoffering healthcareandinsurancearealreadyusingour
thecompletefinancialsolutionfor business.
financialsoftware.
Infact,thankstoGeneralLedger,FixedAssets,
Formoreinformation,callRobertCarpenter
AccountsPayable,PurchasingandInventory(to at404-239-2000.He'l budgetasmuchofhis
name just a few), we make . _ _ _ _ _ - - _ = - time to talk to you as you need.
INTELLIGENCEOF HIGHERORDER.
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Earl K. Littrell, Contributing Editor

SASB Rule Wipes Out Federal Deficit

In proposing a new rule aimed at
cleaning up federal accounting practices, the Shadow Accounting Standards Board (SASB) has inadvertently
balanced the federal budget. No other
accounting rule has ever had such a
dramatic economic consequence. An
estimated $600 billion in fresh revenue, to be accrued on the federal
books using a carryforward procedure, comes from a one -time correction of prior years. With federal deficits projected at $150 billion annually,
the correction alone should balance
the budgets for four years. Another
$45 billion per year of new revenue
should come from applying the new
rule on a current basis.
Power of Accounting
Amazes Officials
"I still don't believe it," says the director of the Shadow Office of Management and Budget. "It's an absolute mirac le t o t ak e our biggest
deficits ever and wipe them out without new taxes or new spending cuts.
About 10 years ago, a senator proposed capitalizing federal assets as a
way to balance the budget, but he
dropped the idea fast when he saw it
meant capitalizing federal liabilities,
too. The SASB rule, however, works.
Best of all, there's no reason for the
corporations to squawk —the taxes
are already on their books. And just
recently the corporations howled
down a prop osal to st op booking
these taxes. It's beautiful!"
In a prepared statement, the Shadow Treasury Secretary contends that
the fundamental strength of the U.S.
economy and the wisdom of this administration's policies are responsible
for balancing the budget. The state18

ment says in part: ''Our economic
analysis detected these revenues
early on, and on that basis we strongly resisted calls for new taxes and for
further spending cuts. Indeed, we deliberately ran huge deficits to call attention to the need for these revenues and for proper accounting of
them. By following the path of huge
deficits, we effectively prevented the
Shadow Congress from starting on a
new spending binge as these revenues emerge."
SASB Seeks
Symmetrical Accounting
Th e ch air of t he S AS B 's Tas k
Forc e on Accounting Symmetry
(TFAS) provides background on the
rule: "Over the years the SASB has
eliminated almost all cases of asymmetrical accounting, where one party
to a transaction accounts for it one
way and the other party accounts for
it differently. Lease accounting used
to be a good example of this when
one party called the deal a 'sale' and
the other party called it 'renting.'
TFAS's charge is to locate the few remaining areas where asymmetrical
accounting exists.
"TFAS had reviewed all the asset
accounts and was almost through
with the liability accounts when we
found a gross asymmetry. Corporations have for decades booked taxes
that are payable currently and taxes
that are deferred. Imagine our astonishment in discovering that the revenue side of the tax transaction ignored h al f o f t h e t ax es ! So we
immediately proposed a rule requiring
the U.S. Government and other taxing
bodies to book deferred taxes using
suitable revenue and receivable ac-

Correction to be Carried Forward
The TFAS chair continues, "With
some exceptions, GAAP requires that
the effects of changing an accounting
principle be taken currently. We
planned to follow GAAP on this issue
until we received estimates of the size
of the correction, especially the federal one. We felt that taking a $600 billion c orrec tion in one year would
make for misleading financial statements. So, we've proposed a carryforward procedure extending over any
reasonable length of time."
"Once the carryforward is complete, the federal books will have
picked up as revenue the estimated
$600 billion of deferred federal income tax liabilities presently on corporate balance sheets. Then each
year, as corporations book increases
in their deferred tax liabilities, another
$45 billion —the average for the last
five years —will be picked up as revenue on the federal books. The symmetry is the best part of this novel
proposal.
"Really, the carryforward provision
is the only part of all this to produce
controversy —much unlike most other
SASB activities. Anyway, we were
contacted by representatives of two
former Presidents who implored us to
require a carryback- then - carryforward
treatment. Of course we understand
their desire to show balanced budgets during their terms of office. But
we knew that changing those old figures would damage the credibility of
accounting in general and federal accounting in particular."
Dr. Littrell, professor of accounting
and information sciences at Geo. H.
Atkinson Graduate School of Management of Willamette University, Salem, Ore.,
be remembered by
many readers as the author of the
popular "Creative Accounting" column published here several years
ago. He has now written a new series
of columns of which this is the first.
Future columns will —we hope —stimulate debate about improving accounting. Readers' comments are
welcomed. Editors.
will

Shadows and Mirrors

counts. Once again we have symmetrical accounting!"
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Letters
TO THE EDITOR
Erwin S. Koval, Editor
This department welcomes comments on any topic
of interest affecting the accounting community in
general and NAA in particular. Correspondence is
not limited to comments about material previously
published in this magazine. Letters cannot be acknowledged individually, and the Editor reserves
the right to edit for space or for other reasons. All
correspondence must be signed, but your identity
will be protected if requested. Address all letters to
The Editor, Management Accounting, Montvale,
NJ 07645 -1760.

In Favor of Liberal Arts
The article on Accounting Education by
Gerald H. Lander and Alan Reinstein,
(March 1986) indicated many people
felt that accounting students often did
not have good communication, computer skills, or "... need a better understanding of various political and eco-

nomic environments."
Those comments made an excellent
case in favor of a solid liberal arts education. Some people reject a liberal arts
education because they feel that too
many courses are irrelevant to a person's. major area of study (accounting,
in our case). However, it is those "irrelevant" courses that give students the
good communications skills and helps
them to understand the world they live
in, so they can be of value to society as a
whole and not just to their employers.
Colleges should strive to be more than
jo b trai ni n g cen ters , and stud ents
should strive to be more than just human computers.
A liberal arts education would fit in
well with a five -year professional accounting program. During the first four
years it would be easy to fit 24 -30 hours
of accounting into a liberal arts curriculum. The fifth year could be concentrated accounting study.
The liberal arts education would provide the well- rounded graduates that
many people seem to feel are currently
not often enough available.
David J. Nowack, CPA
Schnecksville, Pa.

by
Irvin N. Gleim
Dale L. Flasher
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Glen Woodson:
`Grassroots President'
A talented entrepreneur who specializes
in buying and selling small companies will turn
his hand to boosting NAA in 1986 -87.

yh
By Robert F. Randall
"I'm half salesman and half accountant," says
Glen E. Woodson, a successful entrepreneur who
buys and sells small companies and has fun while

ference in Nashville, Tenn., last month.
President Woodson's main objective is to reverse the Association's membership decline and
get back to a rate of increase of about 5 %. He is
confident he can change the trend line, and his
Association "track" record would give one pause
before betting against him.
Armed with a B.S. degree in accounting from
Kent State University in 1949, he went to work
for a small company as its only accountant. Advised to join the Association, he proceeded to affiliate with the Akron Chapter and was "invited"
to be secretary of the chapter. One job led to another until Woody was elected president in 196061. Not one for half way measures, he led the
chapter to its first —and only— Stevenson Trophy.
He al so h as served the Philadelphia, Greater
Youngstown Area, Canton, and Southwest Florida
Chapters on his way to election in the national organization as director, vice president, and four
terms as national treasurer.
A Dice Roller

Woody and his wife, Carol, with past national President Herb Seiffert.
doing it. As a salesman, he plans to criss -cross the
country this year selling a product he has used for
37 years —the National Association of Accountants.
"Woody" Woodson was elected President of
the Association at the Annual International Con20

Turning an Association around is a challenge —
especially an association the size of NAA. But
President Woody Woodson is used to big challenges. At the beginning of his career, he maintained an accounting practice on the side; then he
moved to Ford Motor Co. in Canton as a financial
analyst. He joined SKF Industries as division controller in 1962, and then, Libby- Owens -Ford as
division controller from 1967 -69. He moved to
Arnold Graphic Industries in 1969 as vice president of finance and administration.
In 1971, Woody and two salesmen left the company to form their own business forms company.
"It's a big step when you go out on your own, you
sweat a lot, you lose a lot of sleep at night, and
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you really don't know if you're making the right
move or not. You've got to be a gambler or what I
call a dice roller. You've got to be able to roll the
dice a little bit. If you can't do that then you probably shouldn't make the move into your own specific business. You probably won't be successful,
and you'll probably worry yourself to death in the
meantime and end up going back to work for
somebody else."
He doesn't regret this abrupt change in his career. "I was very happy when I made the move in
'71. It worked out very well for me and I sold out
at a very high profit and it became the basis for all
the things I've done since then."
Emboldened by his first foray in small business,
President Woodson went on to start three businesses from scratch and purchased three operating businesses. "And I'm still looking to buy another one," he says.
"The last company I purchased was a good sized small manufacturing operation. I built it up
and somebody came along a few years later and
wanted to buy it. I put some numbers together
and the price was right, and he bought it, and I
sold ou t. And from that t ime on I have d one
mostly consulting work. I've probably looked at
200 -300 companies since that time, and I haven't
found one yet that makes sense."
Not only does an entrepreneur have to know
accounting, he also must be something of a marketing man —a salesman. "I always felt I had a
little bit of marketing inside me —that does not
make me the typical accountant," he reflects.
"My accounting abilities I had no problem with. I
had plenty of confidence in that, especially at
those levels. The thing I wasn't quite sure of was
what my sales and marketing abilities would be. I
ended up doing accounting half the day and selling half the day. So by the nature of the beast I
had to survive, I had to go out and sell half the
day, and I enjoyed it."
The combination df abilities meshed for Woody
but he says, "I always found that I fell back on my
first love, which was accounting. Once you're an
accountant, you're always an accountant."
What's his secret in managing the companies he
sells for a handsome return on his investment?
"Work hard is number one. You have to be willing to work hard. My management philosophy
has always been a hands -on manager, to be involved, to get involved in some nitty - grittys. And
delegate, delegate as much as you possibly can to
competent people. If you don't have competent
people, get competent people. You have to get involved in some nitty- grittys to keep everybody on
the straight and narrow." '
To really know what's going on, he says, you
have to sign the checks. When he owned and managed his small companies, he never begrudged the
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time spent signing checks because of the opportunity to get a man agemen t o vervi ew of t h e
operations.
Meanwhile, the enterpreneur who specializes in
taking over businesses, increasing their net worth,
and then selling them has created a new challenge
for himself: to rejuvenate an organization which
has experienced traumatic changes in the last five
years.
`We Need to Hustle'
"We are the leading management accounting
organization in the world," the new NAA president points out. "We have many, many benefits
for anybody in the field of accounting or bookkeeping, basically to develop professionally, educationally, socially."
He is well aware that NAA's membership has
suffered largely because of a change in the membership requirements and an increase in the dues
enacted in the last five years. But these actions
should not preven t NAA fro m resu mi ng i ts
growth. "One of the things I think experience has
always told me that many people will join NAA if
they're just asked, if you get out and talk to people
who are not members and invite them to join.
Many people think they need to be asked, or

NAAPresident'sObjectives,1986-87
NAA continues to be the leading professional association in the
field of management accounting. Our management team will be
fully dedicated and hardworking to improve NAA's position,
growth, and effectiveness. Unfortunately, we have lost 15% of our
membership in the past four years and nothing can be more important than for all of us to reverse this trend. With these thoughts in
mind, the following are my objectives for the year, 1986 -87:
1. Increase membership 5 %.
2. Work with chapters and councils in an effort to increase member interest and participation, and to improve performance and
quality of technical programs. This will include a concerted effort to improve leadership at the chapter level.
3. Enlist into our membership an ever- increasing number of "Captains of the Profession."
4. Expand our efforts to improve NAA's visibility and publicize
the fact that NAA is indeed the leading organization of management accountants.
5. Increase our influence on the setting of accounting standards by
taking meaningful current positions and promulgating management accounting statements.
6. Increase participation in the CMA program.
GLEN E. WOODSON, NAA President, 1986 -87
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they're not eligible to join because we're too much
of an elitist ofan organization, which is really not
the case. Quite often if you make a telephone call,
or make a personal visit, have lunch with somebody, invite them to join —quite often you're
successful."
The opportunity for growth is immense. "Our
potential is tremendous. We are graduating some
60,000 -plus accountants every year. We probably
have 10% of penetration in the pool of accountants in the field, which is not enough. We have
90% l eft there to work on. The poten tial for
growth is such that it's easy to see NAA doubling
its size ifwe do the job and continue to do the job,
and get out there and invite people to join and
hustle a little."

As president of the Kent State University Alumni Association, Glen Woodson signs a pledge card for $250, 000. The group actually raised more than
$300,000 to finance the Alumni Gallery in the Silverman- Rodgers Fashion
Design Museum at the University.

As a "Grassroots President," Woody has spent
many hours working in functions at the chapter
and council level. He knows the importance ofa
strong chapter and council organization to the
overall strength of the Association. "I've lo ng
been a believer that the councils are the greatest
untapped source of volunteer help we have in the
organization. The councils need to be developed
further. They need to be brought into the formal
22

organization of NAA. NAA is so large now that
we have a real gap from the chapter to the national organization. The councils are the regional organization that can help fill that gap on a formal
basis."
President Woodson was on the organization
and bylaws committee for the Ohi o Council,
which was formed in 1975. He served as the Ohio
Council chairman in 1978 -79.
"We have a lot of people in NAA that either do
not care to get involved nationally or cannot get
involved due to financial constraints, but are more
than willing to serve up to and including the council level. Those people are very essential to NAA
and can be most helpful and that's where we do
need some help. They can help us trememdously
in working directly with the chapters."
One of the most valuable media for transmitting education, the Association's purpose, is
through the chapter programs, but participation
at the chapter level may be declining because of
weak programs. "All over the country, NAA at
the chapter level, I felt, has always underestimated the potential drawing power that we have for
speakers. If you go out and ask people you get
higher - level, topnotch speakers. That's easily done
if you plan ahead, plan your programs about a
year in advance, and go after the good speakers,
you can normally get them. And they're usually
willing to come and speak to your chapter on a
no- charge, no -fee basis." President Woodson
doesn't "buy" the argument that the two wage earn er fami l y do es n 't h ave t ime t o at t en d a
monthly professional meeting. He is a firm believer that that excuse, whether real or artificial, can
be overcome ifchapter officers and directors have
done a goo d en ough j ob. Leadership is what
counts, he believes. "Without good leadership you
don't have anything at the chapter level. If you
have good leadership, you 'l l have a win ni ng
chapter.
"I think the chapter is really the place that can
help individuals develop as leaders because quite
often new members joining NAA have not had
the exposure to be a leader. Ifthey can get active
in the chapter and get on the board and become
an officer and work th eir way up through the
chairs —that really helps them develop as leaders.
There's no question about that."
`Captains of the Profession'
President Woodson believes if NAA is going to
continue to play a major role in the accounting
and business world, it must find ways to enlist the
"captains of the profession" into the Association.
"In every company and every facility and every
place where there is a potential NAA member, we
should continuously attempt to get the highest
level financial person in that organization into
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Playing in th e rough in Na ples, Fla., President Woo dson relaxes between consulting jobs.

NAA and active in NAA. It may be the chief financial officer, it may be the controller, it may be
the chief accountant, or whatever. But shoot for
the top and work down. If you get the top people
interested, and in NAA, you will automatically
filter in many of the lower -level echelon in NAA,
and they will bring in more members."
NAA can benefit a member in direct proportion
to how much he or she puts into the organization,
Woody believes. He says that many accountants
tend to b e introverts and NAA helps them to
come out of their shells. He is reminded how some
new members seem when they first join and then
their "blossoming" into more effective, outgoing
personalties a few years later, after they have
served as chapter officers or directors.
Membership in NAA "enables you to get to
know all the leading accountants in the area. You
rub shoulders with them at an NAA meeting, you
have a cocktail with them, you have dinner with
them. So when you have a problem at work you
can pick up the phone and say, `Hey, Joe, I'm
thinking about a n ew comp uter and I kn ow
you've got an IBM computer over there and it's
about the kind I think we may be interested in.
Can I come over and see itT And Joe will normally say, `Sure, com'on over. We'll take you through
the installation. We'll give you all the details you
want.' Those kinds of things are invaluable."
Summing up, he says, "If I could get one good
idea a year that I could take back to my company
and put in practice I more than paid for the time
and effort and money that I pu t i nt o NAA.. .
there's no reason why you can't always do that."
`Ask Questions'
In seeking out small companies to buy and sell,
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President Woodson values personal contacts more
than any other method. "One of the things you do
constantly is ask questions of whoever is involved.
The more questions you can ask the better, just
ask questions all the time. One answer leads to
two more questions. You just continuously ask
questions." He'll be asking questions this year as
he and his wife, Carol, cross the country visiting
chapters and councils.
He knows there'll be a lot of one- nighters and
admits, "It's going to be burdensome on both of
us, but I think it is necessary and essential for the
organization and I know I will enjoy it. Plus, I
think it's very beneficial for the president to be out
in the field visiting members, as many as possible,
as much as possible."
His wife, who helped run a Hal lmark Card
shop in Bradenton, Florida, before President
Woodson sold it, will be at his side. They live in a
condominium in Naples, Florida, with a sweeping
view of the Gulf of Mexico. Two daughters —Julie
and Nancy —and a son, Glen, are pursuing their
careers in different parts of the country, so the
Woodsons are free to travel, which they have done
extensively. Is he semi - retired? President Woodson says he's still looking for a company to buy
and if he just happens to see a live prospect while
traveling as NAA President, he'll keep it in mind.
The transplanted midwesterners are comfortable in Florida, playing golf two or three times a
week and bridge whenever they can get a foursome. This year, however, they have a mission: to
lead the Association back to its growth path. In
1986 -87, President Glen E. Woodson, then, will
be out there working the hustings and asking
questions. And he may just come up with some of
the right answers.
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Why Can't Accountants Deal with
Uncertainty About Enterprise Continuity?
The classical assumption of a `going concern' is deficient
because it perpetuates inadequate measurement and reporting for entities.

Thomas E. McKee,
CMA, CPA, is
professor of
accountancy at East
Tennessee State
University. He has a
Ph.D. degree from
Georgia State
University. He is a
member of East
Tennessee Chapter,
through which this
article was submitted.
Certificate of Merit,
1985 -86.
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Accounting theory and generally accepted accounting principles have diverged as professional
accounting reporting standards favoring expediency and practicality rather than agreement with acco u n t i n g th eory h ave co n t i n u ed to be
promulgated.
FAS 2, "Accounting For Research and Development Costs," is one of the most conspicuous examples of this type of rule making. In this standard, the Financial Accounting Standards Board
(FASB) required that research and development
costs be expensed in the period in which they are
incurred even though a company may be generating a valuable asset via the research and development process. The FASB apparently believed that
uncertainty in measuring future benefits justified
expensing all such costs because in paragraph 45
of that pronouncement the Board stated, "Although future benefits from a particular research
and development project may be foreseen, they
generally cannot be measured with a reasonable
degree of uncertainty."
The reluctance of practicing accountants to
deal directly with uncertainty and to integrate
such concepts fully in practice is one of the reasons for the divergence between theory and practice. Richard Brief argues that the historical persi st en ce o f co n t ro vers i al prob l ems in the
accounting profession today is partially due to,
..the failure to recognize that profit calculations involve uncertainty about the future. "' This
situation apparently will not improve in the near
future because the FASB has not significantly incorporated uncertainty concepts in its pronouncements on accounting theory, the Statements of Financial Accounting Concepts, that have been
issued to date.
In fact, FASB Statement of Financial Accounting Concepts No. 3 is the only statement that directly addresses uncertainty. In paragraphs 37 -42,
it states uncertainty is a recognition or measurement problem that is beyond the scope of the
statement and is a limitation of various financial
reporting models. Because one of the stated pur-

poses of the Statements of Financial Accounting
Concepts is to set forth objectives and fundamentals that will be the basis for development of financial accounting and reporting standards, one
might hope that the conceptually bestrather than
the most expedientmethod for dealing with uncertainty would be adopted.
Another conspicuous example of accountants'
failure to deal with uncertainty is the traditional
(classical) continuity (going concern) concept
which is a basic accounting postulate. This concept is used to avoid uncertainty by requiring accountants to assume one of two extremes, a business in liquidation or a business that will exist
forever. The traditional version of the continuity
concept is deficient in depicting economic reality.
It perpetuates inadequate measurement and reporting for entities existing in an uncertain environment by assuming away uncertainty.
Why Uncertainty Is Relevant
APB Statement No. 4 describes the traditional
continuity concept as being basic to financial accounting and defines it thus: "... continuation of
entity operations is usually assumed in financial
accounting in the absence of evidence to the contrary." According to D. R. Carmichael, the traditional continuity concept is used as a device for
avoiding uncertainty in accounting measurements.
He states, "Uncertainty is avoided by assuming
that the entity being accounted for has an indefinite life until some major event indicates contrary
evidence.
It is inappropriate that a major theoretical concept upon which current financial reporting is
based would be used to avoid uncertainty rather
than to explain the environment in which the financial reports are prepared. Such a concept
would appear to be inconsistent with FASB Concepts No. I statement dealing with the objectives
of financial reporting by business enterprises. It
states that one of the objectives of financial reporting is "... to help investors, creditors, and others
assess the amounts, timing, and uncertainty of
prospective net cash infl ows to the related
enterprise. "'
"'

By Thomas E. McKee
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There has been extremely limited research on
the appropriateness of the traditional continuity
concept despite the fact that it has been characterized by R.R. Sterling as one of the most important
concepts in accounting.` Evidence that the traditional continuity concept may be inappropriate
can be derived from an important study by E.I.
Altman and T.P. McGough.` Results of the study
indicated that auditors either disclaimed or qualified their opinions on the latest available statements prior to bankruptcy for only 44% of the
companies included in the study, even though they
all actually went bankrupt.
This finding could be attributed to a lack of adequate theory to guide auditors and accountants.
A close examination of auditing theory indicates
that important theorists believe that the auditor is
justified in ignoring all but "clear evidence" that
an assumption of continuity is inappropriate.
What constitutes "clear evidence" is apparently
subject to debate because 56% of the auditors in
the Altman and McGough study did not see it.
Perhaps the auditors should only be partially
blamed because only in recent years have comprehensive objective predictive techniques such as
discriminant analysis models been available.
The Classical Version
In the classical version of the continuity concept it is assumed that an entity will remain in operation indefinitely, in the absence of evidence to
the contrary. This implies a number of important
things such as: (1) an undefined level of future operations, (2) a lack of information on the actual
expected life of the business, and (3) a passive
rather than active role by the auditor in seeking
evidence. George O. May noted some time ago
that the classical version has been accepted not
because it represents a scientific truth or overwhelming logic, rather because of its usefulness
and the fact that there apparently was no better
concept to replace it.'
The implication of an undefined level of operations is of major significance because of its implicit lack of support for the way various accounting
allocations, such as depreciation, are made. James
M. Fremgen disagrees with the idea that accounting allocations, in particular, depreciation accounting, are based on the continuity concept.' He
presents arguments which are intended to show
that depreciation accounting is not dependent on
the continuity concept and, therefore, concludes
that the continuity concept is not necessary. His
argument is faulty in that he fails to separate the
concept of depreciation accounting from its application. The concept of depreciation accounting is
indeed independent of the continuity concept,
however, its application is not. This can readily be
seen from the fact that normally firms calculate
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JULY 1986

Figure 1
Illustration of Temporal Nature of Various
Firm Resource Commitments
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depreciation based on the estimated life of an asset
rather than the lesser of the estimated life of an
asset or the expected use value to the business in
future operations. This important deficiency arises
from the failure of the classical version to incorporate an estimated level of future operations.
For example, currently most firms would depreciate an asset with a 10 -year life over 10 years
and not depreciate it over the lesser of 10 years or
in proportion to the expected use to be made of
the asset in future operations which could affect
its disposal value and the time when its disposal
would be probable. The classical version of the
continuity concept is simply not specific as to
what level of future operations is assumed.
Professor Sterling has argued that the concept
implies a level of operations sufficient to provide a
non - negative income. Professor Fremgen points
out that, in addition to the assumption of non negative income, the question of what level of operations has been interpreted also to mean operations sufficient to permit completion of present
programs. It also implies the replacement of existing assets with new ones. The lack of a clear indication of what future level of operations will take
place is perhaps the key weakness in the classical
version of the continuity assumption because it
does not support the way various accounting allocations are made.
A major implication of the traditional continu25

ity concept is that the firm will continue "indefinitely." To some theorists the term "indefinitely"
simply means beyond the foreseeable future because no one would seriously argue that firms are
expected to exist until the end oftime. The length
of time implied in "indefinitely" is dependent
upon our ability to predict. As our ability to predict the future status increases, the length of time
implied in the term "indefinitely" increases. Ifwe
can reasonably predict that a firm will go out of
existence in seven years, then we cannot claim
that it will operate indefinitely but must disclose
its probable life span as being seven years. This
lack of information on the expected life of the
business contributes to the confusion surrounding
the level of operations that is implied, because
these two concepts are closely related. If the expected life were known, then more information
about the anticipated level of operations would be
available. A firm that is expected to survive only
three years would be expected to have less total
operations than if it were expected to survive 15
years, other things being equal. For example, a
firm with a three -year life expectancy might not
make any expenditures for research and development or advertising, while a firm with a 15 -year
life expectancy might make substantial expenditures for those items.
The third implication of the classical version of
the continuity concept is that the auditor will
maintain a passive rather than an active role in
seeking evidence about the status of the firm. As
previously noted, this assertion is supported by
Carmichael who states, "In the course of his examination the auditor does not actively seekto validate the going- concern status of the entity... "
(Emphasis added). A passive rather than active
role means that the auditor will consider evidence
that is known to him or may come to his attention
but will not normally expend resources to actively
seek evidence as to the expected future life and
level of operations of the firm.
This course of action may have been acceptable
in previous times when the auditor, if challenged,
fell back on the generally accepted auditing standards and generally accepted accounting principles. However, auditor responsibilities to the public and the related legal liability have undergone a
remarkable change and expansion in recent years.
D.Y. Causey indicates that, in the current legal
climate, mere compliance with professional standards is insufficient if professional standards result in misleading statements." Therefore, it would
appear that the classical version of the continuity
concept may be dangerous from a legal standpoint. Auditors might incur legal liability by assuming continuity and not seeking to acquire evidence that would validate this assumption if the
courts believed that it would have been appropri26

ate to seek such evidence. An alternate argument
is that a disclosure of a possible noncontinuity situation by an auditor might be a self - fulfilling forecast that could also result in legal liability. These
questions can only be resolved by the establishment ofclear legal standards in this area.
The previously mentioned shortcomings of the
classical version of the continuity concept do not
constitute an all- inclusive list. Various authors
have mentioned other defects or limitations in the
concept. Theory, however, rarely provides a perfect explanation or representation of reality. Most
theories are useful in providing an ordering of
thoughts and a view of the world, at least until a
replacement theory is developed, such as an expanded temporal version of th e co n ti n ui t y
concept.
An Expanded Temporal Version
Every firm has its own differentiated market
area or areas that are a specific part of total economic production. An enterprise possessing the
attribute of entity continuity has a planning and
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Figure 3
Illustration of Possible Discontinuity
Status for Single Firm
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Figure 2 presents a simplified decision analysis
of the status of a firm at any point in time. It illustrates that both stocks (level of current resources)
and flows (resources received and committed) of
resources must be considered in the decision
process.
It should be apparent from Figure 2 that both
an evaluation of current resource levels and a determination of the future activity levels and the
duration of these activities is essential for making
a decision as to continuity status. What is known
may not be known
However, because the decision is being made
it necessarily cannot be based on facts but rather on expectations at that point in time. Accordingly, both
expected current resource levels and expected activity levels and their duration are what should be
used to make a decision as to continuity status.
The problem in making a decision as to continuity
status becomes, therefore, one of determining future expectations.
In order to illustrate how change affects the
continuity status of a firm, it is helpful to separate
clearly at this point the concept of enterprise continuity from the concept of operational continuity.
A. Van Seventer refers to these concepts as entity
ex

operating horizon relating to its market area or
areas which extend through time. This planning
or operating horizon is necessary, in most cases,
because a firm must make resource commitments
of various types which extend through time in order to obtain its market area or areas. Common
examples of resource commitments are contracts
for raw materials or supplies, investments in tangible capital assets, lease contracts, investments in
intangible assets such as research for new products, and training and development of human
resources.
The temporal nature of various types of commitments are illustrated in Figure 1. If a firm were
expected to terminate at Point A in Figure 1, then
the cost of commitments would have to be recovered in the time period Present to Point A as opposed to the time period Present to Point B or
some later point.
Concurrent with its commitments, an enterprise possessing the attribute of entity continuity
must have expectations of both sufficient current
resources to fulfill its commitments and sufficient
market returns or benefits flowing to it. A firm
possessing the attribute of continuity would not
have one without the other. If a firm had sufficient current resources but no significant future
prospects then it would represent a case of non continuity because liquidation would be its only
feasible choice.
It could be argued, of course, that a firm with
resources will create its own future prospects; but
this would not necessarily be true if its management were not capable of adapting to a different
product line or industry. On the other hand, if a
firm had significant future prospects but no actual
current resources it is likely that current resources
would be made available on the basis of the future
prospects. The current resources of a firm may be
in the form of resources actually received for
goods and services or in the form of resources
likely to be made available because of future expectations of the firm.
Creditors and shareholders normally would not
press for immediate distribution of resources
when it would be more beneficial for them to wait
for the long -run distribution of resources. They
would wait until a firm had sufficient liquidity
and the discounted present value of resources expected to be received exceeded the value of resources actually or expected to be committed. For
a firm to exist over the long run there must be
both the expectation of positive long -run resource
flows and the expectation of sufficient current resources to achieve the long -run flows. Industry
and company risk factors, of course, will influence
both the level of resources required currently and
the amou nt of po si ti ve long -run resources
required.
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Figure 4
Illustration of Possible Enterprise Alternatives
in the Event of Discontinuity
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continuity and functional continuity, respectively.' Enterprise or entity continuity refers to the existence of the business entity or enterprise. Operatio nal or fu ncti on al co nt in uit y refers to t he
existence of a certain production function or
capability.
For example, an enterprise's production may
have been horse carriages at one time. As market
changes took place, the production may have
shifted successfully into automobiles and eventually abandoned horse carriages entirely. Enterprise continuity would have existed because the
enterprise itself would have existed throughout
this period; however, operational or functional
continuity would have ceased with respect to the
production of horse carriages.
The enterprise continuity concept, therefore,
does not imply absolute continuity. If absolute
continuity existed this would rule out economic
change or evolution. The ability of enterprises and
the economy to adapt and change in response to
innovation and social changes is essential to our
free enterprise economy. But there are major enterprise changes which to an investor or creditor
would be equivalent to termination of the enterprise as it existed in its previous form even though
the legal form may continue unchanged.
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For example, if a business were to go into receivership it might work out an agreement with
creditors and continue to operate. An investor or
creditor, however, would view the previous enterprise as having terminated and a new enterprise
(with a different risk class) as having been created.

Enterprise continuity may be defined as the expected continuation of a company for a well -defined future period in congruence with reasonable
plans and expectations (both short -range and
long- range) of recent fiscal periods. This definition has two key aspects. First, "the expected continuation" implies that the firm has sufficient
probabilities of having both enough current resources to continue operations and positive future
long -run resource flows. Second, "in congruence
with reasonable plans and expectations of recent
fiscal periods" suggests that recent planned performance for the firm has a reasonable probability
of being achieved within some normal deviation.
Implicit in this second aspect is the notion that
the firm will not drastically change its basic nature. This might happen in the event of a company disposing of a subsidiary or product line.
The significance of the subsidiary or product
line would determine whether discontinuity would
be created. For a very large business with hundreds of product lines it may be rather routine to
discontinue a product and this would not create
discontinuity. For other enterprises the disposal
may be so significant that this action would create
discontinuity because all plans and expectations
for the enterprise would have to undergo significant revision. Investors and creditors would be
dealing with a drastically altered entity and would
have to make a decision as to whether continued
participation was warranted based on their individual plans and expectations. This viewpoint is
consistent with the entity theory in which a firm is
considered to have a separate existence or "even
personality "10 If 50% of a firm's operations were
abruptly sold, the old firm could be considered to
have died with a new firm being created in its
place. This continuity concept is not dependent on
legal distinctions regarding the entity.
Enterprise discontinuity may be defined as the
expected failure within a well- defined future period to achieve recent plans and expectations within
some normal deviation. This could occur due to
an anticipated lack of current resources to continue operations or anticipated negative future long run resource flows. Alternatively, discontinuity
could occur when actual performance of a firm
has deviated significantly enough from planned
performance to create a significant probability
that planned activities are no longer viable. In either case, investor expectations would have to be
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JULY 1986

significantly revised.
Under the temporal definitions of continuity/
discontinuity status, th e fi rm's man agemen t
would have to take an active role in projecting
both future operations and the life of the business.
The nature of projections including expected level
of operations and life would be disclosed in the
financial statements. The auditors would have to
verify the reasonableness of management's disclosures and issue a qualified or adverse opinion if
they believed them to be unreasonable. This treatment would be identical to the way auditors handle other financial statement disclosures.
Actual performance usually deviates to some
degree from planned performance so the question
of the degree of permissible deviation arises. Deviation within some range would be considered normal while deviation outside that range would be
considered abnormal. Characteristics of the firm
and industry would have to be used in determining the normal range of deviation.
Figure 3 illustrates both enterprise continuity
and discontinuity status. The illustration is somewhat simplified in that it assumes an adequate
composite performance index and a simple linear
positive growth trend for planned performance.
The basic principles would still apply no matter
what type of growth trend were used for planned
performance. Also, the principles would not
change if a stable or negative growth trend were
employed.
What happens to an enterprise when it achieves
discontinuity status? There are several possible alternatives. Probably the most common is for the
firm to continue to operate but at a level that is
significantly reduced as compared to previous
plans. Such an eventuality might occur when a
firm's poor actual performance was due to a single
division or subsidiary. The firm might sell the subsidiary or division and continue to operate the remaining business. Another alternative is for the
firm to merge or combine with another company
in the expectation that the combined resources of
the two firms would enable them to do better
jointly than they were able to do individually. A
third alternative would be for the firm to go out of
existence through liquidation (Figure 4).
Predicting Continuity Status
Prediction of continuity status in the classical
sense, potentially at least, has become more objective in recent years because of the development of
formal mathematical models, such as Altman's
(1968) discriminate model for predicting bankruptcy. In 1975 1 developed a more recent discriminate model, for predicting negative continuity status in the classical sense ( non -going concern
status)." These models are not widely used, however, because under the classical version the audiMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JULY 1986

tor assumes a passive role in seeking evidence as
to continuity status.
Models of the type previously discussed are inappropriate for predicting the temporal continuity
status of a firm because they rely on past data
rather than future expectations. Granted, past
performance is often a prime indicator of future
activity; however, it is inappropriate for firms that
are experiencing significant changes in their operations. What is needed is a model that quantifies
t h e cu rren t s t at u s o f t h e fi rm and fu t u re
expectations.
Making a decision as to a firm's continuity status involves a determination of two probabilities
as Figure 2 illustrates. First was the probability of
the current level of resources being sufficient for
continued operations. Second was the probability
of positive future long -run resource flows. Both
these probabilities may be obtained by using currently available cash flow forecasting models. By
using currently available models, accountants and
auditors can obtain the probabilities necessary to
make the decisions illustrated in Figure 2 and thus
implement the temporal continuity theory.
Incorporating Uncertainty into Planning
The temporal continuity concept overcomes the
major weaknesses of the traditional continuity
concept in three ways. It assumes a level of operations consistent with recent plans and expectations and discloses this level in the financial statemen ts, it at trib ut es an expected life to an
enterprise that is derived from its actual current
status and discloses this life also, and it requires
an active role by management, accountants, and
auditors in determining the continuity status of an
enterprise. Uncertainty is incorporated into the
decision as to continuity status rather than being
assumed away through an unrealistic postulate.
In summary, the traditional continuity concept
appears to be deficient in several major respects.
A temporal continuity concept has been proposed
which overcomes these deficiencies. It is time the
profession's leaders gave increased attention to
this area.
J
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Can a
Central
Cash
Pool
Work for
Transf er
Pricing?
isYes

The answer
if it charges /pays
interest to each
division at the division's
cost of capital.
By Jan E. Terbrueggen
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Table 1
Traditional Present Value Approach

=

=

x

@

$1,000 ($159.76
Present Value of $159.76
15% for 20 years
6.2593
present value annuity factor of 15% for 20 years).
$1,000, where 6.2593
=

Year

Project Treated as a Loan
Beginning -ofYear Balance x 15 %= Interest ($159.76

Interest)

End-of--Year
Balance

-

What is the best way to transfer cash between divisions or operating companies of corporations
with more than one such division? One very reliable method consists of setting up a central pool
of funds into which operating companies can
sweep cash and from which they can withdraw
cash. The key component of this approach is that
interest payments or charges would be at the division's, or operating company's, cost of capital.
If you decide to set up a centralized cash fund
system, it soon will become evident that the real
problem is how to compensate the operating companies that contribute and how to charge those
that borrow. A cost of capital tailored to each
company should be used. The thrust of the argument underlying this approach is that if an operating company can earn its cost of capital from the
central fund, there will be little incentive to take
on projects that yield less than the cost of capital,
which by definition would diminish the value of
the firm. Similarly, if an operating company pays
interest at its cost of capital, it will be encouraged
to take on only projects that return the cost of
capital. Note that this pool would include not
only money deposited by operating companies but
also debt and equity capital raised by the corpora-

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

$1000.00
990.24
979.02
966.11
951.27
934.20
914.57
892.00
866.04
836.19
801.86
762.38
716.98
664.77
604.73
535.68
456.27
364.95
259.93
139.16

$150.00
148.54
146.85
144.92
142.69
140.13
137.19
133.80
129.91
125.43
120.28
114.36
107.55
99.72
90.71
80.35
68.44
54.74
38.99
20.87

$

9.76
11.22
12.91
14.84
17.07
19.63
22.57
25.96
29.85
34.33
39.48
45.40
52.21
60.04
69.05
79.41
91.32
105.02
120.77
13916

$990.24
979.02
966.11
951.27
934.20
914.57
892.00
866.04
836.19
801.86
762.38
716.98
664.77
604.73
535.68
456.27
364.95
259.93
139.16
0
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tion. For example, if your oil exploration company needs equipment that costs $50 million, and
the corporation turns to the capital markets for
the money, the exploration company would borrow the money from the fund and repay the principal plus interest calculated by using its cost of
capital.
Some companies use this general approach of
operating a centrally managed cash fund, but they
operate more as an intermediary between the operating companies and the bank. That is, they
charge interest at a point or two over prime and
pay interest at whatever rates they achieve in the
marketplace (often the T -Bill rate). The problem
Table 2

=
=
=
=

deposit balance
deposit balance
total borrowed
total borrowed
total borrowed

Before Dividend

Percent

After Dividend

$14,000,000
16,000,000
12,000,000
6,000,000
10,000,000

24.2%
27.6%
20.7%
10,3%
17.2%

$13,758,000
15,724,000
12,207,000
6,103,000
10,172,000

$58,000,000

100.0%

=

Co. 1
Co. 2
Co. 3
Co. 4
Co. 5

$1,000.000.
=

Dividend

If a company
borrows from
the fund and
earns just the
required rate of
return, how
long must it
carry the debt?

with this approach is that it may encourage operating companies to take on projects that yield less
than their cost of capital but more than the T -Bill
or prime -plus rates. In a sense, they ma y come to
view one of these points (depending on whether
they are a net borrower or depositor) as their c o s t
of capital. For example, assume:
Pri me + 2%
=
T -Bill rate
=
Operating company cost of capital =

11%
8%
15%

If our oil exploration company were a net borrower, it would be encouraged by this system to
take on projects yielding in excess of 11 %, which
leaves a gap of four percentage points before the
project actually begins to add to the value of the
firm. The gap is wider if the operating company is
a net depositor because in that case the perceived
threshold level is 8 %. Exacerbating this problem,
the number of availab le projects from which
choices can be made expands rapidly as the required rate of return is lowered. At the heart of
the cost -of- capital method is "goal congruence" —
making the goals of the operating companies fall
more closely in line with those of the corporation.
When operating companies explicitly recognize
that they must achieve their cost of capital, their
goals become congruent with the corporation as a
whole.
Operating Company vs. Overall Cost of Capital
I have described the cost of capital to be used in
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the fund pool as the operating company's cost of
capital. Essentially it is the overall corporate rate,
adjusted for business risks associated with the operating company. Or, looked at from the other direction, the corporate rate is the conglomerate of
the divisional costs. From a practical standpoint,
it may be easier to use the overall corporate cost,
especially in light of the amount of subjectivity involved in determining divisional costs.' If you
adopt this system, you can expect a lot of arguing
about appropriate rates, so a uniform rate for everyone might be the easiest alternative. From a
strictly theoretical view, however, this idea is incorrect. Suppose, for example, that a company has
several divisions, including a utility and a development company primarily involved in prospecting
for oil. The utility probably faces much lower
business risks, unless it has invested in nuclear
power, and should have its cost of capital adjusted
downward to reflect this fact. Again, this suggestion may not be practical, in which case the overall corporate rate is an improvement over, say, the
T -Bill and "prime- plus" rates.
Strategic Considerations
By no means should this procedure for allocating cash be the sole determinant of who gets funds
to expand and who doesn't. At a macro level, it is
essentially a strategic question. Let's say a manufacturer of soap used by individuals finds, as an
accidental result of R &D efforts, a new industrial
cleaner. If the company decides that its strategy
s ho u l d continue to be to serve the personal use
market, for reasons of financial constraints or
whatever, it probably will sell the rights to the discovery rather than produce the new cleaner.
This system will be enhanced by the extent to
which managers are rewarded for the attainment
of long -term as well as short -term goals. At the
extreme, if the sole criterion of evaluation is return on investment, and an investment is not expected to begin making positive returns for a few
years, it is a dedicated manager who will borrow
from the corporate fund and invest in the project.
The questions then inevitably arise: If a company borrows from the fund and earns just the required rate of return, how long must it carry the
debt? If a company is a depositor, how do you
know when it has outlived its usefulness? Might it
not exist solely by receivin g interes t on past
deposits?
For a net borrower to pay off the debt, its project must yield returns in excess of the cost of capital times the debt — otherwise only interest
charges are covered and the debt itself remains
unchanged. For example, a project financed by a
$1,000 debt must yield more than $150 per year,
assuming a 15% interest rate, to pay off the debt.
At first glance it might appear as though this
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING/JULY 1986

method results in a higher required rate of return
than the traditional present value approach, but, Other Reasons for Funds Centralization
in fact, the two are identical, as shown in Table 1.
There are several other reasons why corporaAs you can see, no matter which way you look tions should be interested in the centralization of
at it, a project with an expected life of 20 years funds other than goal congruence and the "naturequires $159.76 per year to earn the required ral selection" which results from using the cost of
15% return. This fact really shouldn't come as capital:
any great surprise; it's just the level payment approach of an outstanding debt broken down into • Better control of funds, which, in turn, is imits components. The pres ent valu e app roach
portant for achieving strategic objectives. If the
shows that the stream of receipts is equal to the
company has decided to expand a particular
initial investment when discounted at 15 %. The
business, this objective can be reached more
other approach shows that these receipts pay the
easily if there is centralized control over cash.
required interest and exactly pay off the debt. The
The same is true if the decision is to harvest or
point is that whether you use traditional present
divest or open up a whole new area.
value or treat the invested money as a loan and • More professional, full -time cash management
charge an annual interest rate, the results will be
may be possible, resulting in higher returns on
identical. Unless the returns go into infinity, an
short-term investments of idle cash. Often when
annual return greater than the required interest
division personnel invest funds it is as a siderate times the loan amount must be realized by
line, and they may not have the time or training
the project to earn the required interest rate (cost
to extract that last dollar of return. For that
of capital) in either case.
matter, it may not be worthwhile for them to
Ifa company is a net depositor, it could end up
try if they are working with relatively small
"living on its interest" —right? In other words, if
cash balances, whereas if the funds are pooled it
the company had no profitable new areas to exsuddenly becomes worth the effort.
plore, it could just collect interest and go on exist- • Larger, centralized funds may be able to take
ing ad infinitum. Overriding the "natural selecadvantage of investment opportunities that
t i o n " gen erated by th e u se o f a fu n d p o o l ,
would yield a higher rate of return than the
however, are strategic considerations. If such a
channels that are available to smaller, scattered
situation were to develop, corporate management
accounts.
should recognize it and take appropriate action.
Some Problems with Centralizing Cash
What about Dividends?
There also are some negative aspects ofcentralThe question of how to account for dividends
arises. Should they reduce the total size of the
fund, and, if so, which operating companies
should absorb the drain? There are undoubtedly a
plethora of methods which would suffice; I will
describe one. Very simply, decrease deposit accounts, and increase loan accounts proportionately. See Table 2.
Before the dividend there was a net cash balance in the pool of $2 million (14,000,000 +
16,00 0,00 0) – (12 ,000 ,000 + 6,000,000 +
10,000,000). After the dividend there is a net cash
balance of $1 million (13,758,000 + 15,724,000) –
(12,207,000 + 6,103,000 + 10,172,000), a decrease equal to the amount of the dividend.
If a situation develops wherein interest paid in
by borrowers exceeds that paid out to lenders, or
vice versa, a company could handle these differences in a similar fashion, perhaps by using quarterly or annual adjusting entries. The development
of such a situation is probable because various
companies have differing costs of capital, and
there is no way to ascertain that all or most of
those with relatively high costs won't end up as
borrowers and those with low costs as depositors,
or vice versa.
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izing cash:
• Some companies currently limit their risk by
keeping the assets ofoperating companies separate, For example, the demise of Hunt International Resources Corp. did not affect other
Hunt endeavors adversely because of "a remarkably intricate network of meticulously
built `firewalls'— private corporations and
trusts that insulate the Hunt wealth from
creditors......Z
• Related to the above point, some operating
companies may have restrictive covenants
placed on them by creditors, which would limit
the amount of funds they could sweep into a
central fund.
You may foresee other problems with incorporating this approach in your company, but remember that it offers a number of advantages.
The use of a centralized cash pool, in conjunction
with tailored costs of capital, should result in better control and better investment decisions.
'For a discussion on methods of computing divisional costs of capital, see Benton E.
Gap and Samuel W. Norwood 111, "Divisional Cost of Capital: a Practical Approach.- Financial Management, spring 1982.
'Ford S. W orthy, "The Battered House of Hunt." Fortune. April I. 1985, p. 26.
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Office Automation:
Selecting the
Right
Communications
System
Linking PCs and mainframes together
for increased productivity.

Illustrations are computer - generated art furnished by author.

By Benny R. Copeland and Dave Ramzy
The management accountant traditionally has
been perceived as an expert in the area of business
information systems. More than any other member of the management team, it is the accountant
who has bot h the techn ical expert ise and the
broad knowledge of business needed in order to
develop a pract ical man agement information
system.
Data communications is a new technology that
the accountant must understand in order to continue this tradition of service. This new technology provides an additional opportunity for the
management accountant to assist management.
Some of the data communications choices available today are described here in the context of the
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circumstances in which each technology would be
the "system of choice."
Industry has absorbed the first wave of microcomputers; now it must answer a need to integrate
microcomputers with other microcomputers or
mainframes to create a new office environment
compatible to resource sharing. For example, in
the high tech corporate office, management may
identify:
1. The need for one printer (or other peripheral)
to serve more than one micro or terminal.
2. The need for one micro or terminal to access
two or more different types of peripherals (per haps a dot matrix printer for draft quality
printing, and a letter - quality printer for correspondence quality printing).
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JULY 1986

3. The need for the micro to serve as a terminal to
access a large mainframe computer, either onsite or at a remote location.
4. The need for several individuals to access a single database simultaneously, as in accounts receivable processing.
5. The need to "download" or "upload" information between a micro and a mainframe.
Based on your own experience you can probably identify several reasons why this resource
sharing would be desirable. Cost savings or avoidance is usually near the top of the list. Capital expenditures for more peripherals can be avoided,
and the shared peripherals are often of higher
speed, saving clerical and professional time.
The Hardware Choices
Alternative technologies available to the microcomputer user to address resource - sharing problems include:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Switches
Multiuser Microcomputers
Terminal Emulation
Distributed Processing

SWITCHES
A "switch" is a small black box that mechanically or electronically changes connections between two or more devices. A switch allows two
or more micros to use a single printer without
having to physically plug and unplug cables. Alternatively a single micro can access either of two
printers, one a dot matrix for draft quality printing, and the other, a letter - quality printer for correspondence quality work.
If the respective devices are physically located
near to each other, and this is the only sharing
required, then the switch may be the best solution.
Switches are inexpensive, and the technology is
very reliable. They work best when one person is
assigned responsibility for the switch, because coordination between all users is crucial. Sharing of
remote devices can be difficult, and switches cannot solve the problem of two or more users having
to share a common database.

this new technology holds the promise of an efficient and cost - effective solution.
The disadvantage of a multiuser micro system,
as with most forms of resource sharing, is the loss
of independence that results. Although these systems are multiuser, they often cannot run different applications from different devices concurrently. This loss of independence should not be
underestimated. It severely restricts the breadth of
applications, the single most important advantage
of a microcomputer. A second disadvantage is
that much PC software does not have true multiuser capability.
TERMINAL EMULATION
Terminal emulation involves an input device
behaving like (emulating) another device. Micros
can easily emulate dumb or smart terminals. "Remote processing" refers to the accessing of a large,
central mainframe computer by remote terminals.
Either of two types of terminals can be used: an
asynchronous "dumb terminal" or a synchronous
"smart terminal." An "asynchronous" terminal
sends bytes or characters one at a time, with stop
bits between each character. A "synchronous"
terminal sends many characters at a time and is
more efficient. Synchronous transmission requires
that the sending and receiving stations be completely synchronized and is more expensive than
asynchronous. A micro can be configured to act
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The main advantage of a multiuser microcomputer is that it provides simultaneous access for
several users to a common database. Secondly, a
multiuser micro for a given number of users can
be more economical than for the same number of
independent micros. It is cheaper to buy one micro with two dumb terminals attached than it is to
buy three smaller micros. For the small business
with the need lo share a common database or application, as in accounts receivable processing,
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as either of these, thus doing double duty as a
standalone micro and as a terminal to access a
mainfram e com puter.
Remote processing using a micro requires a mod em and so ftwar e to m ake the m icro em ula te an
asynchronous " d u m b " term inal. Modem stands
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for MOdulator- DEModulator. This device converts the digital signals of a computer into an analog signal that can be transmitted over a telephone
line. This configuration allows the sending and receiving of data between a micro and a mainframe.
Modem speed is expressed in bits per second
transmitted, or baud rate.
Originally, modems for use with microcomputers ran mostly at 300 baud. Speeds of 1200 baud
are now common, and a new generation of 2400
baud devices is emerging. Generally, higher speed
modems are higher in price. This higher cost is
usually offset by lower connect and phone -line
charges, and user productivity gains. This is true
even though a typical modem user is sending or
receiving only a small percentage of the time.
In addition to the modem, it is necessary to
have a piece of software which permits the micro
to "look like" a terminal to the mainframe. This
may either be a piece of software purchased on a
floppy disk, or a piece of firmware available in
ROM or an accessory card.
The big advantage of a modem, of course, is the
ability to communicate over any telephone line in
a cost - effective manner. Disadvantages of modems
are: phone line quality and "noise," emulation capability and compatibility, and security.
Modems are usually used over voice quality
phone lines. These lines can have inconsistent
transmission quality (static on the line, etc.) that

can cause loss of data despite error correction circuitry in modems. These transmission problems
worsen as transmission speed (and /or distance)
increases. Emulation is easier when the micro and
the mainframe being linked use identical communications protocols. Communications between different vendors' equipment, using different commu ni cati on s prot ocol s, req ui res a protocol
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conversion that may or may not exist. This is
analogous to two English speakers communicating, compared to an English speaker and a Russian speaking through a translator.
Security is a final concern. Files can be downloaded to the micro and then exported again using
a diskette or a serial port and modem to retransmit. Installing a micro with a sealed chassis, internal modem, and no diskette drives can help alleviate these concerns.
A more and more frequently used solution is to
add an emulator board to the micro to turn it into
a synchronous "smart terminal" that can be connected to the mainframe by means of a coaxial cable. This system relieves concerns about transmissions over phone lines but creates a new problem:
the need to run new cabling when a device is added. Emulation and security concerns also are still
present.
DISTRIBUTED PROCESSING
Distributed Processing distributes the firm's
processing capability among several smaller computers as opposed to the capability residing in a
single, larger computer. Distributed processing
using micros can be effected using either a digital
PBX or a Local Area Network.
A Private Branch Exchange system or PBX is a
central switch to which the various devices are attached using twisted -pair copper wires (such as
telephone system wiring). Older switches were analog and suitable only for the transfer of voice signals. The more modern digital switches permit the
transfer of both voice and data signals. It is the
only technology which provides this capability.
A digital data signal passes through the PBX
without modification. A voice transmission is converted by the PBX into a digital signal when being
transmitted, and is re- converted back to an analog
or voice signal when being received. An additional
advantage of the digital process is that any noise
in the voice transmission is completely eliminated.
Furthermore, the cost of modems is avoided as
the data are already in digital form.
Proponents of digitized PBX technology claim
such advantages as: simplicity and reliability, preexisting twisted pair wiring, simple interfaces and
expandability, and con current voice and data
transmission.
PBXs require one or more pairs of twisted wires
running from the central switch (PBX) to each
micro or printer on the network (Fig. 1). If a business is "wired" at all, it is already wired with the
familiar twisted pair or "telephone" wire. The
economic benefits here are significant as well as
obvious. Because the system is digital rather than
analog, a relatively inexpensive system interface is
required. PBX is the only system that allows concurrent transmission of both data and voice, makMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JULY 1986
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the central memory capable of being accessed by
all computers on the system.
There are two main "topologies" or "architectures" for local area networks competing for acceptance —the Bus and the Ring structures. The
Bus architecture (Fig. 2) is widely used. Each de-

vice on the LAN is connected to a single coaxial
cable and has a unique "address." Messages are
then directed to the appropriate address, and all
other devices ignore the message. With only a single coaxial cable linking the devices and messages
going in both directions, there may be collisions
between messages iftwo or more devices attempt
to send a message at the same time. Ifthis occurs,
the controller senses the collision, and a re -trial is
scheduled. Collisions may be avoided altogether
by protocols such as token - passing or CSMA/
CD.
The Ring topology (Fig. 3) consists ofa single
coaxial cable fastened end to end, with all traffic
directed in one direction. Collisions are avoided
by means ofa "Token- passing" protocol. Each device waits to send a message until it receives the
"token" or "approval -to- send" signal. Ifa token
arrives at a device "empty," a message and address may be attached, and the token passed until
it reaches its intended location. The message is recorded by the intended recipient, and the token
continues along the cable until it returns to the
sending location, where the message is erased and
an empty token continues. Thus, every device gets
a fair share of the time available.
Each ofthe topologies is effective and essentially equivalent performance. Both can be expanded through the use of"gateways" between LANs
to form a WAN or Wide Area Network. Gatein

ing it the logical system to connect the new style
of workstation known as a IVDT or Integrated
Voice Data Terminal (essentially a computer terminal with a telephone handset attached).
Limitations of the twisted wire system include
vulnerability to switch failure, data transmission
volume limitations, and expandability once capacity is reached. The primary limitation of the PBX
system is that the entire system is deactivated
whenever the central switch goes down. Newer
PBXs have a back -up switch and power supply in
case of system failure. A PBX system also has a
limited transmission speed. High- volume transfers
require coaxial cable in order to move data in parallel streams and the twisted wires do not have the
band width to carry broadband transfers such as
video. Ifteleconferencing is planned, coaxial cable
must be installed.
Another disadvantage of the digitized PBX is
that when the capacity of the PBX is reached, a
new, larger PBX must be purchased, making it
very expensive to expand the capability of the system. This is not unlike the expansion of a mainframe computer, which similarly must be expanded i n large s teps . So me o f th e newest PBX
switches, however, are constructed in modular
fashion, theoretically at least having the ability to
expand in an almost unlimited fashion.
Finally, it may actually work out that twisted pair wire is more expensive to install than coaxial
cable. If both voice and data transmission are desired, either additional pairs ofwires or expensive
multiplexing equipment is required. Thus, significant additional expenditures must be incurred before the singular advantage of the digital PBX system —the ability to t rans mit voice and data
jointly —can be realized. In addition, while twisted wire is considerably cheaper than coaxial cable,
the PBX star configuration requires that every
new device must have a twisted wire direct from
the central switch. With coaxial cable it is necessary only to run from one device to the next device. Thus, even though coaxial cable is much
more expensive per foot, the overall cost may be
higher with twisted wire.
The Local Area Network for micros is the competing technology to the PBX. A "Local Area
Network," or LAN, brings true distributed processing down to the micro level. Each device on
the network can, ifrequired, directly address every ot her d evi ce on th e LAN without going
through a central switch. Such a system is versatile as well as efficient.
A Local Area Network includes: the physical
network itself, consisting of the cable and the system architecture (topology); the network operating system or controller; the micros and other devices to be con nected, along with their own
operating systems and applications programs; and
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usage privileges. Disk space access can be defined
on a volume (group of files on disk) or file basis.
Access can be read only, read and write, or no
read or write. Record level locking has only recently been available, making true multiuser database applications difficult.
Servers can be specialized devices with internal
processors and disks, or a designated micro. Specialized devices offer several advantages including
better performance and improved stability.
Better performance flows from a specialization
of the processor logic to network control. Improved stability comes from several factors. A micro being used as a server and workstation is vulnerable to an inexperienced user rebooting the
micro and bringing the network (and all users)
down. Keyboard commands also compete with
the network for processor access and can noticeably slow down the network. The major disadvantage of the dedicated server is higher cost. The advantages of LANs include: only a single cable
required per server, higher transmission rates and
densities, and easy expandability.
LAN proponents point out that a "layered"
communications system makes the addition of
new technology or the expansion of the network
much easier than with the PBX system.
Remote vs. Distributed Processing
The relative advantages of remote processing
using micros as terminals, and distributed processing using micros as nodes in a distributed architecture are:

ways can also allow linkage to mainframes or
minicomputers. In Fig. 4 the local rings are connected by a gateway.
Wiring choices available include twisted pair
and coaxial cable. The twisted pair technology is
almost always used in conjunction with the digital
PBX in a star configuration. It may also be used
in the other topologies. Coaxial cable technology
is used in the bus and ring architectures.
The flow of communications through the LAN
is controlled by a device known as a "controller"
or "server." This control functions somewhat like
a traffic policeman, and handles I/O between each
micro and shared peripherals, especially shared
disk drives. Each device requires a network interface to link into the network, and must be "registered" so that the system recognizes it.
Access control is a major part of the server's
job. Each micro on the network requires a user
ID. This ID defines the user's access and resource
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1. Both systems permit electronic mail.
2. Both systems present security problems.
3. Reliability is usually better with distributed
processing. With a remote system using dumb
terminals, mainframe processor downtime disables the entire system. In a distributed microcomputer network with micros as servers each
device has the theoretical capability to function
as a network controller or server. A dedicated
server failure will make those files under its
control unavailable.
4. System expansion is much easier with a decentralized approach. Devices may be added to the
network in increments. When a remote system
reaches its limit, however, a major hardware
addition is required. Remote multiuser systems
typically operate at an inefficient level. They
are either underused if in the growing stage, or
overused if in their mature stage. Distributed
systems, however, may be installed and operated at close to an optimum level of capacity.
5. A distributed system can be available 24 hours
per day without the large support staff of a remote operation. Many types of work, especially
that at the executive or creative level, occur
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JULY 1986

around the clock. A LAN can provide a better
service level than with a remote system.
6. Execution speed typically is better on a distributed system than a decentralized terminal system, particularly if the multiuser system is anywhere near capacity.
7. The matter of user - friendly software is often
overlooked, and usually underestimated. Many
of the computer users in business today were
introduced to computers through the standalone micro. They are accustomed to using
word processing and spreadsheet software that
is user - friendly and user normal. Network software can be added to this familiar environment
with minimal retraining and may be transparent to man y users.
Future Trends
Although the lifespan ofcomputing products is
shortening, and technological advances make
forecasting difficult, several trends are emerging:
• Laptop comp uters and cellular modems —
These are microco mput ers in t he 9 - to 12pound range with battery packs. Cellular modems are based on mobile phone technology.
The combination can allow remote access from
automobiles, aircraft, or remot e si tes unequipped with a telephone.
• Fiber Optics —Many long- distance companies
are spending large sums on this technology. Fiber optics uses glass 'cables' and lasers to transmit voice, video, and /or data at higher densities, greater speeds, and lower error rates than
conventional wiring. This may allow higher
modem transmission speeds and is already being adapted for internal networks.
• Higher speed modems —Some observers feel
4800 baud modems will emerge for micro usage
shortly.
• Improved micro /mainframe links— Several major mainframe vendors (notably IBM) are moving toward standard communications methodologies between all of their products.
The accountant traditionally has been looked to
as an expert in the area of business information
systems. More t han an y o ther memb er of the
management team, it is the management accountant who has both the technical expertise and the
broad knowledge of business necessary to provide
assistance in developing a practical management
information system. While the corporate management accountant is a logical choice to head the
new team, a telecommunications specialist should
be on the team.
Data communications is a new technology that
the accountant must understand in order to continue this tradition of service. This new technoloMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JULY 1986

gy provides an additional opportunity for the
management accountant to provide assistance to
management.
When investigating the need for resource sharing, the accountant should begin by analyzing the
management information system and determining
the objectives to be accomplished. Then, alternative technologies appropriate to these objectives
should be evaluated. As with all aspects of computers, costs vary widely. A comparative study
must be made of the respective costs and benefits
of each system. A technical expert or consultant
can augment your efforts in delivering the best
C
solution.
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How to Create an Electronic
Spreadsheet Budget
Budgeting by microcomputer offers you
great flexibility and can save you much time and money.

By Fred A. Shelton and Jack C. Bailes
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for this popularity is the versatility inherent in the

spreadsheet co ncep t. In general, most form s or
sch ed u les wh ich can b e co n stru cted by hand can
be co n st ru ct ed via an ele ct ro n ic spr ead she et.
Wh en the d ata b ein g man ip u lated are com plicated
and have diverse, interrelated parts, electronic
sp read sh eets are p articu larly effective because of
their b uilt -in com pu tatio nal p ower. This com putatio n al p o wer also facilitates a "What if... ?" analy sis o f th e b u d get . Fo r ex am p le, a m a n ager ca n

suggest changes in the initial values or assumptions, and the spreadsheet will immediately update the relevant budget schedules to reflect the
effects of the new information . In this way the
electronic spreadsheet allows the accountant or
m a n a ge r to " au to m a te" th e flexible budget concept. It also is po ssib le to in co rporate a degree of

nonlinearity in the construction of a spreadsheet
(for example, volume discounts).
To illustrate the application of an electronic
spreadsheet , we will develop a quarterly budget
for a manufacturing firm. This model budget will
demonstrate the capability of the spreadsheet to
in tegrate a series o f in terrelated budget schedules.
In th e m o d el b u d get , each sch edule is dependent
u p o n o n e o r m o re o f th e p re ced ing schedu les. A
ch an ge in o n e s ch ed u le, th erefore, will affect the
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modification of schedules and budgets demon strates the inherent power and usefulness of the
electronic spreadsheet.
The first step in the budget process is a projec-

tion of sales volumes and prices . In our model
budget, this projection is shown for one product.
A m ultiproduct firm w ould h ave add itional sales
schedules for each of its products. The next step is

a production budget developed from the sales volume budget for each product . A material purchases budget , based on the previous production
budget, is next in the sequence and would contain
separate schedules for each raw material used in
production . Our model budget demonstrates a single raw material schedule, but this section can be
readily expanded , if desired , with additional
schedules for any additional direct materials.
A direct labor cost budget and a factory overhead cost budget round out the production schedules. The model budget then shows selling and admi n i s t ra t i ve ex p en s e s s u mmar i zed in on e
schedule. If desired by management , or if necessary for a reporting format , additional detail can
be added to any of the budget schedules. The entire process culminates in the development of a
cash budget and pro forma financial statements
for the end of the period.
Our model budget will show a pro forma income statement, statement of retained earnings,
and balance sheet . The model budget also will
demonstrate the effect on the overall budget when
there is a change in the initial data or when the
manager wishes to consider an alternative assumption , such as a sales price. This extended
flexibility also enables the management accountant to use the model budget for several periods,
making only minor modifications.
A Caveat or Two
While the particular brand of computer being
used is not critical, the amount of memory availMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JULY 1986

able is important. Any realistic budget with linked
sequential schedules will require at least 128K
memory. Even computers with 512K memory
may run into difficulties if the budget is sufficiently complex. Also, the spreadsheet itself should be
chosen with care. Unl ess on e o f t he "bet ter
known" spreadsheets is used, a number of unexpected limitations and "bugs" could appear at
very inopportune moments! Two general types of
spreadsheets are available— standalone and integrated. VisiCalc and Multiplan are examples of
the standalone variety. The essence of these packages is the spreadsheet concept and, as such, will
require less memory than the integrated packages.
On the other hand, integrated packages, such as
those produced by Lotus, offer additional software applications and a commonality of command structure. The ability to move data between

Table 1

applications makes the presentation of the worksheet and follow -up reports easier.
Our examples were developed using Multiplan
on the 512K Macintosh. When appropriate, the
formulas used in the cells of the spreadsheet will
be described. Note that in Multiplan a cell may be
referenced in o ne of two ways. For example,
R3C6 refers to the cell at the intersection of row 3
and column 6. Alternatively, R[- 2]C[ +3] refers to
the cell two rows above and three columns to the
right of the current cell. While there are minor
differences in the way spreadsheets work, in general the formulas have the same basic pattern.
Thus, it should not be difficult to relate the formulas shown here to those of the user's system.
Developing the Model Budget
In order to develop a versatile worksheet which

Initial Data
Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr

500
525
510
530

May
Jun
Jul
Aug

1986 expected change in sales:
1985 selling price per unit:
1986 selling price per unit:

110% of 1985 sales.
$25.00
$30.00

Sales (cash) discounts:

Sales
Collections

Month of sale
Month after sale
Uncollectible

540
550
545
555

Discount
Taken

40%
55x/0
5%

Purchase discounts:

Purchase
Payments

Month of purchase
Month after purchase

2%
2%

pounds
units

4.0 pounds
1.8 hours
1.8 hours

Q

©

550
200

p

$

$

$10,000
18%
0
5.000
25% of next month's needs.
30% of next month's sales.

Standard Cost Schedule:
Direct Material
Direct Labor
Variable Overhead

$0.90 per pound.
$16.00 per unit.

$0.75 per pound
$2.20 per hour
$1.10 per hour

Standard Variable Cost per Unit:
Fixed Overhead
Normal Production Volume
Fixed Overhead Application Rate:
Standard Absorption Cost
Variable operating cost:
Fixed operating cost:

Discount
Rate

2%
2%

®

Beginning Inventories:
Materials
Finished Goods

570
590
580
560

Discount
Rate

70%
30%

Minimum desired cash balance per month:
Annual interest rate for loans:
Quarterly dividends declared and paid
Asset purchases for quarter
Desired ending material inventory:
Desired ending finished goods inventory:

Sep
Oct
Nov
Dec

80%
60%

p

1985 sales
(in units):

Any realistic
budget with
linked
sequential
schedules will
require at least
128K
memory...
even
computers with
512K memory
may run into
difficulties if
the budget is
sufficiently
complex.

$3.00
$3.96
$1.98
$8.94

$60,000 per year
8,000 units per year
$7.50
$16.44

$6.50 per unit sold
$30,000 per year
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can be changed readily to show the effect of various alternatives, it is useful to set aside an area at
the beginning ofthe spreadsheet to list all the pertinent assumptions and constants that will be
used. Each of the schedules then will refer to these
initial data as appropriate. When alternative solutions are desired, it is a simple matter to find the
item at the beginning of the worksheet and to enter the new value. Each ofthe schedules then will
be updated automatically to reflect this change.
For the present example, the information in Table
1 was entered at the beginning of the spreadsheet.

Rounding Can Be a Problem
When workin g with spreadsheets, a subtle
problem arises —the disposition of rounding errors. When spreadsheets are produced manually,
an accountant automatically rounds off values in
whatever manner seems most reasonable under
the circumstances. The electronic spreadsheet allows less flexibility in this situation. Therefore,
some consistent approach must be followed so
that the final statements will balance. For example, results of computations need to be rounded to

Assets

Inventories
Materials
Finished Goods
Fixed Assets
Less: Accumulated Depreciation
Total Assets

$10,000
$

Cash
Accounts Receivable
Less: Allowance

9,863
2,163

7,700

495
3,200
$50,205

20,000

30,205
$51,600

In addition to the data shown in Table 1, the balance sheet as of December 31, 1985, provides a
starting point for the new budget. This balance
sheet is shown in Table 2.
As a starting point for the budget, the sales for
the new period must be estimated. A straightforward estimation method can be incorporated into
the worksheet. Results from methods such as linear regression, exponential smoothing, or time -series analysis could be built into the equations for
1986 sales, if desired. In the model budget we
forecast that 1986 monthly sales volumes will
show an increase of 10% over those of 1985 and
will follow the same seasonal pattern. The Multi plan formula would be as follows: = ROUND(R
[- 5l]C[ +1] *R3C3,0), where R[- 51][C +1] refers
to the cell containing the 500 units for January
1985 and R3C3 refers to the cell containing the
rate of increase, 110 %. The result of the formula
is the 550 units shown for January 1986 in Table
3. We also forecast a constant price for all of 1986.
These initial data are entered into the beginning of
the worksheet for easy reference, as shown in Table 1. The sales budget for the first quarter of
1986, which is derived from the initial data, is
shown in Table 3. The cash inflow from sales is
shown in Table 7.
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E uities
Liabilities
Accounts Payable
Notes Payable
Interest Payable
Taxes Payable
Capital
Common Stock
Retained Earnings
Total Equities

$

Model Budget
Balance Sheet
as of 12/31/85

Table 2

1,000
9,000
0
300

$10,300

$20,000
21,300

41,300

$51,600

whole units, dollars or cents, as appropriate. Some
spreadsheets have a round function for this purpose. In our example, the Multiplan equation to
compute unit sales for January could appear as
follows: =ROUND (R2C3 *R3C3,0). This equation multiplies January 1985 sales (500, found at
the intersection of row 2 and column 3) by the
1986 incremental percentage (1.1 %, found at the
intersection of row 3 and column 3). If a round
function is not provided, but an integer function is
available, rounding can be accomplished with
only minor changes in the cell equations. Thus,
for the present example, the VisiCalc equation
could be as follows: C INT(C2 *C3 +0.5). C2 represents the intersection of row 2 and column C,
and so on. The integer function truncates a decimal value so that the addition of 0.5 causes the
result to round down if the value is less than xx.5
and to round up if greater than or equal to xx.5.
Thus, both equations would provide February
1986 sales of 578 units, obtained by multiplying
the February 1985 sales (525 units) by 1.1 %. This
action results in 577.5 units, which is rounded to
578 units by the equation.
Because of potential rounding problems, the
summary (quarter) totals should equal the total of
the appropriate months, not be computed indeMANAGEMENTACCOUNTING/JULY 1986
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$16,500

17,340

$

Sales

Quarter

30
561

$16,830

30
1,689

$

March

50,670

$

30
578

$

February

30
550

$

January
$

Price
Units

Production Budget
January

February

550
173

578
168

561
175

1,689
175

723
-2 00

746
-1 7 3

736
-1 6 8

1,864
-2 0 0

523

573

568

1,664

Sales in Units
Ending Inventory
Inventory Needs
Less: Beginning Inventory
Production in Units

March

Quarter

Material Purchases Budget
January
Units Produced
Standard Material Quantity

Februa

Quarter

March

523
4

573
4

568
4

1,664
4

Production in Pounds
Desired Ending Inventory

2,092
573

2,292
568

2,272
586

6,656
586

Production Needs
Less: Beginning Inventory

2,665
-5 50

2,860
-5 73

2,858
_-568

7,242
-5 5 0

Purchased in Pounds
x Standard Price per Pound

2,115
0.75

2,287
0.75

2,290
0.75

6,692
0.75

1,717

$

5,019

$

$

$

1,716

$

1,586

$

$
$

Purchases Cost

Direct Labor Budget

2,268

2,248

$

$

2.20
1,022

Quarter

$

2,070

2.20
1,031

March

$

Direct Labor Cost

2.20
941

$

$

Rate per hour
x Direct Labor Hours

Februa

$

January

2.20
2,994
6,586

Table 4
Illustration of Round-off Errors
1

2
Jan

3
Feb

4
Mar

5
Totals

Old units
'Rate of increase

515.0
1.1

525.0
1.1

505.0
1.1

1,545.0
1.1

New units

566.5

577.5

555.5

1,699.5

Rounded

567

1

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

+

whereas:

578

+

1,545

"11

556
1,699.5

=

1,701.0 < <
or

1,700
<

2
3

<

The production budget is derived from the sales
budget. The unit sales estimates are modified by
the desired increase or decrease in finished goods
inventory. Each month the ending inventory is expected to be 30% of the next month's sales (see
Table 1); therefore the desired ending inventory
for January ought to be 173 units. The Multiplan
fo rmu l a fo r J a n u a ry is = R O U N D (R[ -I]
C[ +1] *R4C10,0), where R[- 1]C[ +1] is the 578
units from February and R4C 10 refers to the cell
containing 30 %. This amount is added to current
sales to obtain the total inventory required. Beginning inventory is then subtracted to compute current production. Again, the ending inventory
amounts should be rounded to whole numbers.
Our model budget illustrates a single product, but
a multiple - product firm could be modeled on the
spreadsheet just as easily with separate production

Sales Budget
for the Quarter ended 3/31/86

=

Production Budget

Model Budget

$

=ROUND (SUM(R2C2:R[ -3]C)•
R[.2]C -SUM(R 5C I :RC[ -1 ]),0)

Table 3

x

pendently. Ideally, the two results will be the
same. In practice, unless care is taken in the way
rounded values are computed in each of the cells,
the two may not be the same. In Table 3, no problem exists because the total of 550 + 578 + 561 is
equal to 1,869. At the same time (500 + 525 +
510) *1.1 is equal to 1,688.5, which rounds to
1,869. This is not always the result, as shown in
Table 4.
The actual rounding error may be small, but its
effects are cumulative, and if use of the totals is
inconsistent, the final balance sheet will not balance. The key is consistency. There are three reasonable solutions. The first is shown in row 7.
That is, the rounded monthly amounts are totaled
to obtain a quarterly amount. If the small error is
not objectionable, that is sufficient. Two alternatives exist to force the monthly amounts to equal
the correctly computed quarterly amount. Alternative 1, shown in row 11, simply throws all
rounding errors into the last month of the row.
Thus, the January and February amounts are
comp uted as in row 7. However, the March
amount is determined as the rounded quarterly
amount (1,700) less the computed January and
February amounts. If more accuracy is desired,
use alternative 2, which is shown in row 13. January is computed as in row 7. The succeeding
months are computed as the remainder due to
subtracting the sum of the new units computed to
date from the product of the sum of the old units
to date times 110 %. That is, February's computation would be (515 +525) *1.1 - 567 = 577. For
M arch , th en , the co mp u t at i o n wou ld be
(515 +525 +505) *1.1 - (567 +577) = 556. The
Multiplan formula (replicated over each of the
three months) would be as follows:

Alternative 1

567

578

555

1,700

Alternative 2

567

577

556

1,700
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Table 5

Model Budget
Factory Overhead Budget
for the Quarter ended 3/31/86

6,035

5.000
6,134

1.500
1.000
1,600
900
5,000
6,124

$
$

3,293

4,500
3,000
4,800
2,700

$

$
$
$

$
$

1,500
1,000
1,600
900

1,124

988
1.318
659
328

15,000

$

5,000

1,134

337
450
225
112

Quarter

18,293

$

$

Total Factory Overhead Cost

1,500
1.000
1.600
900

$

$

Total Fixed Factory Overhead

1.035

$

$

Fixed Factory Overhead:
Supervision
Rent
Depreciation
Other Fixed

$

Total Variable Factory Overhead:

$

340
454
227
113

March

$

311
414
207
103

$

February

$

Variable Factory Overhead:
Indirect Materials
Indirect Labor
Utilities
Other Variable

January

budgets for each product.
Purchases Budget
The material purchases budget is based on the
production budget. The purchase budget begins
with the units computed in the production schedule, then uses the material quantity standard to
compute the amount of material required. The
production in pounds for January shown in Table
3 is computed as follows: = ROUND(R[ -3]C *R
[- 21C,0). This amount is adjusted by the desired
increase or decrease in material inventories. The
formula is =ROUND (R[- 1]C *R3C10,0), where
R[ -1]C is the 2,092 pounds computed for January
and R3C10 holds the 25 %r desired rate. Finally,
using the budgeted material price, the purchase
cost is computed for each month. If our product
Table 6

Model Budget
Cost of Goods Manufactured and Sold
for the Quarter ended 3/31/86
Costs

Direct Material Used
Direct Labor
Variable Factory Overhead
Fixed Factory Overhead Applied

7,242
-5 8 6
6,656

$

Available for Use
Less: Ending Inventory

550
6,692

$

Direct Material
Beginning Inventory
Purchases

$

Pounds

495
5,019
5,514
-4 4 0
5.074
6,586
3,295
12,480

Units

44

Cost of Goods Manufactured
Add: Beginning Finished Goods Inventory

1,664
200

$27,435
3,200

Goods Available for Sale
Less Ending Finished Goods Inventory

1,864
-1 75

$30,635
-2,877

Cost of Goods Sold

1,689

$27,758

required more than one material in its manufacture, it would be necessary to modify the purchases schedule or add additional schedules to include the entire set of materials. To compute the
cash outflow for these purchases, we also must include our payment schedule and discount information from Table 1. This outflow is shown in the
cash disbursement budget schedule (Table 7).
Direct Labor Budget
Direct labor hours for the direct labor budget in
Table 3 are obtained by using the standard hours
allowed from Table I multiplied by the production quantities from the production budget. A single average cost per hour is used in the present
example. If more than one pay level were involved, they could be shown by constructing addi
tional schedules. In many cases the direct labor
expense is equivalent to the cash expenditure for
direct labor. If the accrued payroll at the end of
the period is materially different from the beginning balance, it would be necessary to determine
the cash expenditure for labor separately from the
labor expense. We will maintain a constant accrued payroll for the model budget, so the labor
expense will equal the cash disbursement for
labor.
Factory Overhead Budget
The factory overhead budget is shown in Table
5. The costs are categorized into fixed and variable. The relationship of the variable overhead
costs to direct labor hours in the direct labor budget (Table 3) is summarized by the standard variable overhead rate per hour from Table 1. It is
based on separate rates for each variable overhead
item. The monthly fixed amounts are obtained by
an equal monthly allocation of the annual budgeted fixed overhead cost (Table 1). There will be no
variable overhead accounting variances in the pro
forma statements because only budgeted amounts
are presented in the budget schedules. For fixed
overhead, however, the budget will show an expected underapplied or overapplied fixed overhead for the period, which represents an expected
production volume variance for the period that
occurs when there is a difference between the
monthly budgeted fixed overhead costs and the
monthly applied fixed overhead costs. The variance occurs because the budgeted monthly fixed
overhead cost is allocated on a "straight- line" basis, whereas the budgeted applied fixed overhead
(as shown in the cost of goods manufactured
schedule) is allocated on a "per unit" of production basis using the predetermined fixed overhead
rate from the initial data.
These two values will be the same only during a
quarter in which the standard hours allowed for
budgeted production output in the specific quarter
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JULY 1986

The budgeted cost of goods manufactured and
sold is shown in Table 6. If there is a difference in
the unit costs of the beginning inventories and
current period costs, some assumption must be
built into the schedule of cost of goods manufactured and sold. FIFO (first -in, first -out) is assumed in the present example. Of course, if standard costs are used and if t here has been no
change in these costs, this schedule will be greatly
simplified. It also has been assumed that beginning and ending work -in- process inventories are
negligible, so they are omitted from this schedule.
If material balances in the work in process do exist, then they would be included not only in this
schedule but also in the budgeted balance sheet.
Deriving the Cash Budget
Cash collections usually differ from sales revenues, and cash disbursements usually differ from
related expenses. In order to develop a cash budget, schedules for the various cash receipts and expenditures should be included in the spreadsheet.
Table 7 illustrates a schedule of cash collections.
MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING/JULY 1986

January

February

6,600
7,700

6,936
9,075

March

Quarter

Net Collections

$14,102

$46,580

111
109

108
114

325
315

-222

-640

-220
15,791

$16,047

$

$16,269

$

16,011

$

$

$20,268
26,312

$

-198

6,732
9,537

$

$
$

Less: Total Discount

$

106
92

$

1st Month Discount
2nd Month Discount

$

$14,300

$

Current Month Sales
Month Sales
Gross
Collections

Prior

$

Collections From:

$45,940

Cash Disbursements for Materials
January

Februa

Quarter

March

2,068

1,643

-34
1,683

$
$

$

$
$
$

-34

1,717

$

1,677

1,202
515

$

Net Disbursements

-42

1,201
476

$

Less: Discount (2% ) t

2,110

$

Gross Disbursements

1,110
1,000

$

Current Month Purchases
Prior Month Purchases

$

Payment For:

$

Cost of Goods Sold

Model Budget
Cash Collection
for the Quarter ended 3/31/86

$

The operating expense budget is the most condensed. Operating expenses include both the marketing and the general or administrative expenses,
which are displayed in the operating expense section of the income statement. Both variable costs
and fixed costs are included in this budget. It is
assumed for simplicity that these costs are equivalent to the cash expenditures for the period. If
there is a material difference between the cash expenditures and the expenses, schedules for both
must be developed.

Table 7

$

Operating Expense Budget

This schedule is generated from the worksheet
data from the sales budget and from the collection
expectations presented in Table 1. The schedule
shows both gross collections and net collections
after considering discounts. As previously indicated, cash expenditures for direct labor and operating expenses are assumed to be equal to their respective budgeted expenses. Factory overhead
cash disbursements are calculated from the total

$

is equal to one - fourth of the annual fixed overhead
denominator volume (in this case a normal capacity of 8,000 units). Of course, by year -end the accumulated budgeted monthly and accumulated
budgeted applied amounts will be equal. Establishing a budgeted figure during the year for underapplied or overapplied fixed overhead will better enable the management accountant to evaluate
any actual variances at the end of the quarter. Adjustments to the fixed overhead application rate
would be considered only if the actual underapplied or overapplied amount is significantly different from the budgeted variance.
All the overhead costs except for depreciation
are assumed to be cash expenditures with no significant difference between the beginning and ending payables. If other "noncash" expenses besides
depreciation were included in the overhead costs,
these amounts should be identified so that both
expenses and cash expenditures are available for
subsequent schedules.

3,513
1,991
5,504
-110

5,394

'Purchase discount s will be shown as 'other income" on the Income Statement

factory overhead cost shown in Table 5 less the
depreciation component of the fixed factory overhead. The depreciation is removed because it is an
accrued expense rather than a cash expense. The
formula for this calculation is = R[- 37]C- R[ -42]C.
R[ -37]C is the monthly $5,000 total fixed factory
overhead shown in Table 5. R[ -42]C is the monthly depreciation of $1 ,600. Their difference
($3,400) plus the total variable factory overhead
for January ($1,035) equals the overhead cash disbursement for January shown in Table 8.
Table 7 also illustrates both gross and net (after- purchase discounts) cash disbursements for
material purchases. This schedule is based on the
material purchases cost from Table 3 and the information on payment schedules and discounts
shown in Table 1. Additional cash flow schedules
would be necessary for planned capital expenditures, dividends, and other miscellaneous cash
flows not included in the previous schedules.
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Cash B ud get
for the Quarter ended 3/31/86

$ 10,000
45,940

24,102

25,791

26,047

55,940

$10,000

14,846
0
223
223
446
0
643
14,203

($ 1,089)
10,000

14,203
0
0
213
213
0
1,232
12,971

10,000

$

$

($ 1,445)

$

11.445

$

11,089

$

$

14.602

$

$

5,846

14,702

$

9,000
5,846
0
223
0
223
0
14,846

$ 1,683
2,248
4.524
6,147

$

Ending Cash Balance

4,154

1,643
2,268
4,534
6,257

$

'Total Financing

$

Financing
Beginning Notes Payable
'New Loans
Beginning Interest Payable
Interest Expense
'Interest Paid
Ending Interest Payable
'Loan Principal Paid
Ending Notes Payable

$

$

Excess (Deficiency)

$

$19,948

Total Disbursements

$

$

Less: Disbursements
$ 2,068
Purchases
2.070
Labor
Overhead (Less Depreciation)
4,435
Operations
6,075
5,000
New Assets
Income Taxes
300

$

Quarter

$ 10,000
16,047
$

March

$ 10,000
15,791
$

February

$10,000
14,102
$

Cash Available

January

$

Beginning Cash Balance
Cash Collected

5,394
6.586
13,493
18,479
5,000
300
49.252
6,688
9,000
5,846
0
659
659
0
1,875
12,971
3,312
10,000

When there are only a few of these cash disbursements, they can be entered directly in the cash
budget. In Table 8 for example, we show both a
capital expenditure for fixed assets that is expected to be made in January and a payment of the
December 31 taxes payable both as line items in
the cash budget.
Financing is an integral part of the budget, and
it affects the cash budget particularly. The terms
available for borrowing and for repayment of
loans, along with minimum cash balances, are included in the cash budget. The financing items
marked with an asterisk ( *) are those usually
found in a cash budget. To further illustrate the
electronic spreadsheet, and to facilitate computations, we have included several other entries in the
financing section that are a part of the spreadsheet
financing calculations. The exact format is dependent upon the specific provisions of the given line
of credit. The model budget requires a minimum
cash balance of $10,000 at the end of each month.
Any balance below this amount will require new
borrowing. A balance exceeding the minimum requirement allows first for repaying interest payable, then principal. Alternatively, a set repaymen t s ch ed u l e can be en t ered in t o the
disbursement section of the cash budget. For the
model budget, interest is accrued at an 18% annu46

Evaluating Change
A manager also can use the electronic spreadsheet budget to quickly evaluate the ramifications
of changing assumptions or strategies. We have
projected a 10% sales volume increase over last
year even though we also expect to raise our price
by $5 per unit. Let's compute the effects of alternative volume changes associated with this new
price.
The net income before tax and total debt that
would occur for a range of percentage increases in
sales volume is shown below. These new projections were obtained from the electronic spreadsheet by adjusting one cell for each case. Cell
R3C3 holds the percent change for sales volume.
When this cell was changed to 8% and then 12 %,
the rest of the budget schedules were adjusted immediately. The income and debt figures then were
excerpted for comparison with the original results.
Volume

Pro Forma Income

Increase
8%

Before Tax
R 221

10% Original
Projection
12%

Total Debt

710

$13,752
$13,699

$1,178

$13,660

$

Model Budget

%

Table 8

al rate.
The income statement, statement of retained
earnings, and balance sheet are the culmination of
the budget process for the period. They are shown
in Tables 9 and 10. Each of the values in the statements is obtained from previous schedules. If any
of the initial budget data or relationships is modified, the entire spreadsheet will be recomputed, resulting in a revised set of budgeted financial
statements.

Next, we can compare the effects of two proposed marketing strategies. The first proposal is to
lower the price to $28 with a projected increase in
sales volume of 20 %. The second proposal would
raise the price to $32 with the expected volume
increase reduced to 5 %. For each of these proposals, we would change two cells in the electronic
spreadsheet. We adjust cell R3C3 as before and
cell R5C3, which holds the budgeted price. Within a few seconds we can observe the new projected
results. Even though lowering our price would
double the percentage increase in sales volume,
the resulting quarterly income would be reduced
to $(302). This is $1,012 below the original projection. The second proposal raised the price and
projected half of the original percentage volume
increase. This proposal would increase projected
quarterly income before tax to $2,556 -an increase of $1,846 compared to the original budget.
With only two sets of two entries to our electronic
spreadsheet, we obtain the data needed to reject
the first proposal and to pursue the second.
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JULY 1986

• CELL R170:

Table 9

Model Budget

• CELL R12C10: January purchases of fixed assets
(changed from $5,000 to $17,000)

Combined Statement of Income
and Retained Earnings
for the Quarter ended 3/31/86
$50.670
640

SALES
Less: Sales Discounts

standard labor hours (changed from 1.8
to 1.5)

• CELL R22C3:

annual fixed manufacturing overhead
(changed from $60,000 to $62,400)

• CELL R1230:

monthly depreciation (changed from
$1,600 to $1,800)

$50,030

Net Sales

As a result of these changes, all of our manufacturing cost schedules will be recomputed. The
standard product cost would be changed to $15.75
from $16.44. The resulting new ending finished
goods inventory would be $2,756. With the added
fixed assets, total assets changes to $66,879. To
maintain the required cash balance, total debt
would increase to $24,726. On the income statement there will be a projected increase in pre -tax
income to $1,219. All of this information could be
observed from a complete new set of pro forma
statements that could be recomputed and printed
out within a few minutes.

27,758

COST OF GOODS SOLD

$22.272

GROSS MARGIN
OPERATING COSTS
Variable Costs
Fixed Costs

$10,979
7,500
$

INCOME FROM OPERATIONS

18.479

$
$

Less: Bad Debt Expense
Interest Expense

3,794
110

Add: Purchase Discounts
2,534
659

3,193
$

INCOME BEFORE TAXES
Income Taxes (30 %)

$

NET INCOME

3,903

710
213
497

Saving Time and Money

21,300

Retained Earnings (1/1!86)

$21,797
0

Less: Dividends

$21,797

RETAINED EARNINGS (3/31/86)

Now consider another type of proposal. Our
production manager has suggested that the purchase of some new equipment would reduce the
standard labor time by 17% to 1.5 hours per unit,
which should reduce labor cost and variable overhead cost that is related to labor hours. The net
cost of the new equipment would be $12,000, and
we would depreciate it on a straight -line basis
over five years. We can evaluate the effect of this
proposal on our pro forma statements by making
the fol lo wi ng adj us tmen ts t o th e el ectron ic
spreadsheet:
Table 10

These examples illustrate the power and flexibility of the electronic spreadsheet budget. This
approach to budgeting will enable managers to
evaluate a variety of alternative assumptions and
potential proposals quickly and accurately. Thus,
it is more feasible and efficient from both time and
cost standpoints than traditional procedures.
The power and flexibility of the electronic
spreadsheet undoubtedly will assure a continued
growth of its acceptance and use for business. As
management accountants become more familiar
with the potential of the electronic spreadsheet
concept for budget preparation, more and more
innovative applications of this useful tool will be
developed. It will provide managers with information which either was not previously available or
at least was not very feasible to obtain.
❑

Model Budget
Balance Sheet
as of 3/31/86
Equities
$10,000
$11,790
2.534

Inventories
Materials

440

Finished Goods
Fixed Overhead
(Underapplied)
Fixed Assets
Accumulated Depreciation

9,256

2877
2.518
$30,405
24,800

Total Assets

MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JULY 1986

30,405

Liabilities
Accounts Payable
Notes Payable
Interest Payable
Taxes Payable

$

Assets
Cash
Accounts Receivable
Less: Allowance

515
12.971
0
213

Total Liabilities
Capital
Common Stock
Retained Earnings
Total Capital
Total Equities

$13,699
$20,000
21,797
41,797
$55,496

$55,496
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Others Promise... Ross Systems Delivers
"Mainframe Class" VAX Financial Software
Others promise on -line software but deliver batch with
an interactive front end. Others promise VAX support
but deliver it via third parties. Others promise state -ofthe-art technologies and they deliver it —to their IBM
mainframe customers.
Ross Systems leads the industry in DELIVERING
"Mainframe Class" VAX financial software that is
■ Developed exclusively for the VAX
• Supported by VAX specialists
• Truly on -line and interactive
■ A complete product line with extensive features
■ Unsurpassed in quality and performance
That's why DEC chose Ross Systems as a Cooperative Merchandising Partner for accounting software.
That's why Price Waterhouse teamed up with Ross

Systems to market MAPS /GL. That's why so many
leading corporations have selected Ross Systems' MAPS
family of financial software products.
And that's why you should contact Ross Systems
today. Call (415) 856 -1100 or write to us at 1860
Embarcadero Road, Palo Alto, CA 94303.

Ross Systems
VAX Financial Software

Company A
IBM Software

Company A
VAX Software

Ross offers a comprehensive family of VAX financial software.

I,00k for Ross Systcros' regional offices in
New York, New York; San Mateo, California
and Burlington, Massachusetts.
MAPS is a trademark of Ross Systems, Inc.
DEC and VAX arc trademarks of
Digital Equipment Corporation.

Circle number 17 on reply card.

Do Y
Have
Productivity
Disease?
A major symptom
Wonder Woman /Superman
syndrome is a
inability of the
the word `no.'

By Carole Cheatham

ate. The problem with many companies and their
employee incentive systems is the lack ofcorrelaIf someone offered you a free three -day trip to tion between productivity and rewards, and the
Acapulco to begin 24 hours from now would you rewards are not realized immediately. It usually
go? Or, would you say that you have too much takes a year before employees benefit from bonuswork to do. Before you refuse the offer, think how es or pay increases.
you could organize your job so that three days of
I don't mean to be critical of management inwork could be done in one day and in time for you centive systems, but rather to suggest that you
to catch your flight. With a reward as lucrative as cannot rely on traditional corporate incentives to
a free trip to Acapulco I believe many executives improve personal productivity. You need to be
would get most of their work done and delegate what mom calls a "self- starter." You have to diswhat tasks are left to others.
cover what it is that motivates you and create
The point of the illustration, taken from Zig your own personal incentive program.
Zigler's book See You At the Top, is that you can
Also, there should be some relationship befind more efficient or productive ways of doing tween the task and the reward to get the maxithings if you are motivated. The Acapulco trip mum benefits. For example, ifyou lose weight it
motivates us to be more productive because: (1) does not make sense to buy a piece offurniture. A
there is a reward for superior performance (get- reward that makes more sense is a new wardrobe
ting ready in time), and (2) the reward is immedi- to show off your figure. (It should go without sayMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JULY 1986
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If an employee
causes a crisis,
he or she does
not deserve
any more
attention than
the time it
takes to correct
the situation.
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ing that treating yourself to a banana split is counterproductive even though it has some relationship to the task.) The best motivators are those in
which th ere is a logi cal cau se and effect
relationship.
With a little creativity and an understanding of
your feelings, it is possible to determine the rewards that will motivate you even if your company's current incentive system is not inspiring.
Once you are motivated the following recommendations can increase your efficiency.
"Staggered Scheduling, " Time management
specialists encourage you to first develop a list of
things to do and then rank your list. There is
nothing wrong with this except that too many
people believe they must complete task # 1 before
proceeding to task #2, etc. The truth is you usually can have several different activities going on
at once, and it is more efficient to do so. Just make
sure that you do not have jobs ending and beginning at the same time. It is the start and completion of a project that requires the most attention.
Be effective as well as efficient. Efficiency has
been defined as doing things right. Effectiveness
has been defined as doing the right thing. Some
managers get totally involved in performing low
priority or even unnecessary tasks. They are efficient in that they may perform the task well, but
they are not effective because they should not be
performing that particular task in the first place.
As a college teacher I may do a very good job of
grading homework, but I doubt that this is the
best use of my time. i can delegate grading homework to my assistant and concentrate on more important tasks.
Use "time wasting" activities to advantage.
There are many activities that drive time -conscious people to distraction —the boring meeting,
the obligatory cocktail party, the interminable
speech etc. However, these activities can be advantageous. At any cocktail party there are at
least some valuable contacts to be made. Circulating and meeting as many new people as possible is
preferable to clustering with friends and trying to
leave early. Time spent listening to speeches or in
meetings can be used to plan the next day's activities or make a grocery list. Even if writing would
be conspicuous, a great many things can be
thought through. A professor I know who is a
very prolific writer claims to get a great many of
his ideas during meetings.
Don't allow interruptions to be a problem. Do
not allow interruptions to occur. Try to communicate with others in your office without interrupting the flow of work. One manager reduced the
number of times he was i nterrupted when he
placed a mail tray outside his door. People left information in the tray and did not waste time explaining what information they were leaving. If

interruptions do occur, they should be kept as
brief as possible. A favorite ploy of some managers is to stand up to greet people and then not sit
down unless there is really a need for prolonged
discussion, When left standing, most people will
state their purpose and then get on with their
business. The absolute worst thing that can happen with an interruption is when you allow it to
throw off the rest of the day. If an employee
causes a crisis, he or she does not deserve any
more attention than the time it takes to correct
the situation.
Don't be a perfectionist. Whoever said "If it's
worth doing, it's worth doing right" never had to
put up with the amount of work in today's corporate office. For most tasks you can be a little less
than perfect and still get the job done. You will
have more time for those assignments that really
do demand perfection. Time also is a factor. If five
more minutes will obtain perfection, then it is
probably worth it. But if it takes two hours, then
it probably will not be worth it unless it deserves
the attention.
The `Productivity Diseases'
Problems that cause people to work at less than
their peak efficiency may be referred to as the
"productivity diseases" and should be avoided.
The symptoms as described here will help you to
diagnose the disease and work on remedies.
Hemicerebralitis means working with half the
brain. This disease afflicts nearly everyone, but
single parents seem particularly susceptible. The
onset is usually preceded by a crisis at home such
as trouble with the landlord, a sick child, or a disagreement with the spouse. It also may be caused
by a crisis at work. Symptoms include a severely
reduced productivity level due to the inability to
concentrate. I recommend compartmentalizing,
that is, concentrating on the task at hand and
blocking out other thoughts. Assign a "worry
time" and tell yourself "I will worry about this
problem between 12:30 and 1:00 and try to formulate a solution."
Brown out is a milder case of burn out. The disease frequently affects executives who have held a
particular position for a long period of time, especially those who have advanced to the top of the
career ladder in their organization. It rarely is
seen in those who are on the corporate fast track.
Symptoms include a lack of enthusiasm that affects productivity. Complete cures rarely occur
without changing jobs either within or outside the
company. However, taking on new assignments or
finding new ways to approach the tasks at hand
will usually ease the symptoms. If you know
someone suffering from brown out, take precautions. Th is disease is known to be highly
contagious.
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Task myopia afflicts those whose vision is relatively clear about tasks to be performed in the immediate future but whose eyesight becomes
cloudy when there are long -range projects scheduled. It is closely related to the more common disease called procrastination although the symptoms tend to be more generalized. Immediate
relief results from doing more planning. I recommend a calendar with "to do" lists for the week,
month, and quarter. Career goals for at least one and five -year periods are helpful, if not essential.
A tickler file similar to that used for paying
vouchers may be beneficial in planning tasks.
Task myopia is a severe afflication; but, fortunately, it responds well to treatment.
The Wonder Woman /Superman syndrome is
usually seen in very capable and productive individuals. The major symptom is a complete inability of the lips to form the word "no." This disabil-

Delegation paralysis affects both the hands and
the mouth. The victim finds it impossible to give
work to subordinates, either by verbal assignment
or by handing any work to them. It is thought
that the disease originates in the brain, but this
has not been proven conclusively. It is theorized
by some that the victim thinks that the subordinate is incapable of performing most tasks. Thus,
the victim believes he or she must perform them.

N NO
140t,

ity leads to work loads that would kill those of
lesser capabilities. However, the patient may survive and prosper in the work environment for
many years until the number of tasks becomes
overwhelming. It frequently has been noted that
when these individuals change jobs or retire, it
takes two or three other people to replace them.
All of whom are paid the same or greater salaries
than the patient. Unfortunately, the syndrome
rarely affects the victim solely in the work environment, and he or she finds it difficult to form
the word "no" at home and in the community,
leading to an impossible load outside the work environment as well as within. Treatment usually is
effective once the victims understand their problem. To treat the disease say the word "no" several times a day. Although it may take some time to
heal the damage done by previous commitments,
the treatment will yield results if persistently
applied.
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING/JULY 1986
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A more recent theory is that the victim believes,
in fact, that the subordinate will do a superior job
of performance and will eventually supplant the
victim. Those who would try to synthesize the
theories feel that both may be true, and the patient wishes to avoid developing the abilities of
subordinates who may prove to be competitors.
Whatever the cause, the disease can be hazardous
to the productivity of both superior and subordinate. As in the case of the Wonder Woman/Superman syndrome, recognizing the problem is a major st ep t o ward s ob t ain i n g rel ief. Aft er
recognition, it is necessary for the patient to begin
delegating small tasks to subordinates while providing supportive, but not overwhelming, supervision. As delegation becomes successful, more assignments and less supervision should be applied.
Immediate and complete delegation of a number
of important assignments is not recommended.
Productivity does not just happen. It is not true
that some people are born to be productive and
others are not. Being productive is a skill that can
be developed. First it takes motivation. If you are
motivated, planning and effort will result in a better use of your time and more productive work
habits. But beware of productivity diseases that
can affect even those who have been efficient and
effective for years. Their symptoms are easily recognized and eliminated to ensure that you make
the most of your time and energy.
❑
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Using Breakeven Analysis
when Cost Behavior
Is Unknown
A set of easy -to -use decision rules can indicate
when a product is profitable or when further investigation
of a questionable cost is needed.
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Breakeven analysis is an important tool in assessing expected product profitability because it determines the sales level needed to cover all costs. The
technique is most useful when all costs can be
classified as either fixed or variable. However, if
there are questionable costs such as machine repair or janitorial wages that cannot easily be classified as entirely fixed or variable, then the application of breakeven analysis is more complex.
Current techniques available to deal with unknown cost behavior include regression analysis,
probabilistic models, or simulation. With sufficient historical cost data, regression analysis may
be able to estimate statistically the fixed and variable components of total cost. Similarly, appropriate sophistication and knowledge of probabilities
may enable a company to use "breakeven analysis
under uncertainty." Another possibility is to

abandon the breakeven technique and use some
type of simulation model.
Although these alternative techniques address
the problem of questionable costs, there is some
doubt about how effective they really are. Regression analysis depends upon several underlying assumptions which are often not met.' Probabilistic
models require the user to define his level of risk
which is often difficult to quantify.' Simulation often is avoided because it depends upon extensive
and reliable historical data, that are not always
available. Also, simulation may fail because of
poor model design or an inappropriate level of
detail.'
A major problem with these techniques, however, is the difficulty of convincing management to
use them. Regression analysis often is considered
complicated and difficult to sell to lower management and supervisory personnel.' Small business
owners don't have the time, the resources, or the
knowledge to use regression analysis, probabilistic
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING/JULY 1986

models, or computer simulation.
Because most businessmen are aware of breakeven analysis and familiar with its use, we have
developed a new approach to breakeven analysis
that will be helpful in many, but not all, situations
characterized by insufficient knowledge of cost behavior. It calculates breakeven points under alternative assumptions offixed or variable behavior to
see ifa product's profitability is sensitive to cost behavior. The resulting decision rules are:
1. if expected sales exceed the higher breakeven
point, then the product should be profitable,
regardless of the other breakeven point.
2. If expect ed sales do not exceed t he lower
breakeven point, then the product should be
unprofitable.
3. Only if expected sales are between the two
breakeven points, further investigation of the
questionable cost's behavior is needed.

tivity is represented on the X -axis, and the corresponding breakeven point units are represented on
the Y -axis.
When Q is assumed to be fixed, the BF curve is
independent of D; BF is a single amount and is
represented as a straight horizontal line. In contrast, as can be seen from equation 2, the BV
curve is affected by the level of D because the ad-

Figure 1
Breakeven points at various denominator levels

How It Works
Consider a "questionable" cost with a lump
sum value of Q and let BF (BV) denote the breakeven point assuming Q is a fixed (variable) cost.
Then let P and V be the selling price and variable
cost (excluding Q) per unit, respectively, so that
the unadjusted contribution margin is: C = P - V.
Finally, let F be the fixed costs (again, excluding
Q)•
If the questionable cost is fixed, then it is added
to the other fixed costs to obtain F + Q. If, however, the item is variable, then an assumed per
unit cost would be determined by dividing the
questionable item by some denominator activity
(D). This denominator activity could very well be
a "normal capacity" or any other activity level
which is linked to the given amount, Q, of the
questionable cost.
Depending upon whether Q is treated as a fixed
or variable cost, the breakeven point is either:
(Eq. 1) BF = (F + Q) /C
or
(Eq. 2) BV = F/ [C-(Q /D)], where C -(Q /D) is
the adjusted contribution margin.
If one wishes to include a desired profit, the appropriate modification calls for substituting F' for
F in the two breakeven equations: F' = F + 7 r
where 7r equals the desired profit.
The selection of D greatly influences any difference between the values of BF and BV. Because
its choice is somewhat arbitrary, Figure 1 shows
the sensitivity of the breakeven points to various
levels of D as expressed in equations one and two.
Although units are typically placed on the X -axis
in breakeven analysis, because the objective is to
trace the effect of D (the independent variable) on
the breakeven points in units, the denominator acMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JULY 1986

D'

D"

x
Denominator Level (D)

Note: The BV curve is undefined in the area from the origin to D'.

justed contribution margin reflects a reduction for
the unitized cost, Q /D. The BV curve starts with
large positive values asymptotic to a line designated D* when D is low, slopes negatively and is
concave upward when D increases, and approaches F/C as D increases without limit.
Note that the BV curve is negative and thus undefined for values of D less than D *, where
(Eq. 3) D* = Q /C.
The rationale here is that if D were less than D *,
then the denominator in the BV forumla, the adjusted contribution margin, C - (Q /D), would be
negative because the term Q/D would be larger
than C. It seems reasonable that no firm intentionally plans to operate at a loss. Therefore, C Q/D must be positive.
Now let S be the expected sales at a given P. If
the questionable cost were fixed, then a decision
maker would compare S with the single figure of
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BF:
(Eq. 4) If S > BF the product is profitable.
S < the product is unprofitable.
If the questionable cost were variable, then the deFigure 2
Breakeven points at various denominator levels

of the selected denominator, D.
The magnitude of the difference between BF
and BV becomes smaller as D approaches D * *,
the denominator level where the two breakeven
curves intersect. Setting equations I and 2 equal
to each other and solving for D determines this
intersection point. This point, D * *, is equivalent
to the single amount of the BF line
(Eq. 6) D ** = (F + Q) / C.
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Thus, although the decision maker is faced with
further investigation when the expected sales level
is between BF and BV, he will find that the possibility of this event is quite small if D is close to
D * *.
In comparing the expected sales with the breakeven points, it should be noted that although in
one time period one particular breakeven point
may represent the larger of the two, the decision
maker should not assume that this breakeven
point will always be larger. Observing Figure 1,
one can see that if the selected denominator level
is greater than D * *, then BF is greater than BV.
On the other hand, when the denominator level is
less than D * *, BV is greater than BF. For this
reason breakeven points for each projection
should be computed.
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cision maker would compare S with the computed
BV value:
BV the product is profitable.
the product is unprofitable.

The nub of the issue appears to be the choice
between BF and BV, but in some cases it may not
be necessary to make a choice. It is evident from
Figure 1 that in many cases the relationship between the expected sales and the breakeven point
is not sensitive to the cost behavior. If expected
sales are greater than the larger breakeven point,
then the product is profitable, regardless of cost
behavior. In contrast, if expected sales are less
than the lower breakeven point, then the product
is unprofitable, again regardless of cost behavior.
Indeed, only if expected sales are between the
breakeven points would further investigation of
cost behavior be warranted before the production
decision is made. As can be seen from Figure 1,
the possibility of expected sales being between the
two breakeven points can be linked to the choice

Predicting Profitability
Let's assume the owner of a small business sells
one product, a widget, and makes the following
projections for the coming year:
P
V
F

=
=
=

$ 12 /unit
$ 7 /unit
$600

There is one item, machine maintenance cost,
which is troublesome, because its cost behavior is
not strictly fixed or variable. The records for the
previous year indicate that the amount spent for
machine maintenance was $200.
If this item were treated as a fixed cost, then the
yearly projection would include the $200 (Q)
along with the other $600 of fixed costs. Figure 2
shows that with this assumption, the BF line is a
straight, horizontal line at
BF = ($60 0 + $200)/$5 = 160 units (equation
1).
It is important to observe that this line is independent of the denominator level.
On the other hand, if machine maintenance cost
were treated as variable, then a unit cost is needed
to calculate the adjusted contribution margin. As
can be seen in Figure 2, the BV curve (from equation 2) slopes downward; it is very much influenced by the size of the denominator. Assume for
purposes of unitizing the machine maintenance
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JULY 1986

cost that the records indicated an activity level
corresponding to Q of 200 units (D). Therefore,
the cost per unit would be Q/D or $1.00 and using equation 2 the breakeven point would be: BV
_ $600/($5 -$1) = 150 units.
The other amount that may be needed for this
analysis is the intersection of the two breakeven
curves that already has been shown to equal the
single BF value: D ** = ($600 + $200)/$5 = 160
units.
The small business owner is now ready to determine whether or not the product's expected profitability is sensitive to the cost behavior of the machine maintenance cost. Referring to Figure 2, the
decision maker should compare the projected
sales activity (S) with the appropriate breakeven
point:
If the projected sales activity for the year is
greater than the larger breakeven point, in this
case the BF amount of 160 units, then the product is profitable regardless of t he machine
maintenance cost behavior.
If the projected sales activity is less than the
lower breakeven point, in this case the BV
amount of 150 units, the product is unprofitable
regardless of the machine maintenance cost
behavior.

• Only ifthe projected sales activity is between 150
and 160 units is there the necessity to investigate
further the cost behavior.
It should be noted that because the selected denominator level (Dp = 200 units) is close to the
intersection point (D ** = 160 units), the difference in the two breakeven points is relatively
small, namely 10 units. Thus, in this situation the
possibility of having to investigate further cost behavior of machine maintenance cost is relatively
small.
A Simple Approach
When using breakeven analysis, management
accountants often encounter a cost that is not easily classified as either fixed or variable. Despite
the fact that the behavior of a cost is questionable,
breakeven analysis can still be used to determine a
product's profitability. The easy -to -use decision rules we have developed can help management accountants make this determination.
❑
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profit- sharing plan. The key benefits,
however, have been the ease in operating the system, the promptness in getting information to our employees, control over scheduling, and the
elimination of dealing with record keepers who seem to leave the marketplace
on a regular basis.
For information about the Administrator, con tact R obert L. Schwartz,
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HP Precision Architecture
Hewlett- Packard has just announced a
series of co mputers bas ed on a new
technology "reduced instruction set" or
RISC. A useful brochure describing the
history of computer architecture, written in layman's language, has been published by HP under the title, "HP Precision Architecture: a New Perspective."
A limited number of copies of this brochure, which ordinarily is sold by Hewlett- Packard, is available free by writing
to Ms. Marie Cardinale, NAA, 10 Paragon Drive, Montvale, N.J. 07645.

or skim the early chapters and delve
into the later chapters more fully. All
chapters are clearly written; begin with
PC familiarization, the keyboard, memo ry, an d h ard ware; an d ad van ce
through DOS (six chapters), tree structures, editing files, and batch files.
Norman E. Hadad

voted to how a spreadsheet operates,
but little coverage is devoted to selecting th e best spreads heet fo r yo u r
company.
This book would be a valuable reference for an accountant contemplating
computerization of a practice.
AMK

The Accountant and the
Personal Computer
Frank J. Clark, Prentice -Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, N.J. 07632, 1986, 210
pp. —This book is written for accountants in public practice who are considering computerizing their work. It assumes relatively little knowledge of
personal computers and covers the fundamentals of hardware and software.
The book deals more with file management, security, and word processing
than with selecting the best general ledger or tax package. Little discussion is
given to the interrelationship between
client data proces sing and the work
done in the accountant's office, which
would have been helpful to many accountants. A fair amount of space is de-

The Law of Computer Technology
Raymond T. Nimmer, Warren, Gorham
& Lamont, 210 South Street, Boston,
Mass. 02111, 1985,�approx.�800�pp.—
Starting with a brief but valuable glossary, the author progresses through the
subjects of copyrights, patent law, trade
secrets, and research and development.
The heart of the book presents comprehensive treatments of technology (software) licensing and computer contracts.
Chapters on computer crime, electronic
publishing, and computer privacy round
out this valuable volume. The book is
written by a lawyer and thus has the
usual numerous legal citations and footnotes. It is, however, written clearly.
For t hose invol ved i n hardware and
software acquisition or sales.
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MICRO MAnaged Study Help
M ic r o M a s h will be at the American Accounting
Association meeting in New York, Booth 43, demonstra ting ou r new college Two -Year Accounting Study Guide as well as ou r other educa tional
accounting software.

Books You May Find Helpful
Using Your IBM PC AT
Harley Hahn, Scott, Foresman and Co.,
Glenview, Ill., 352pp. —Here is a microcomputer tutorial that is easy to digest
whether you are a novice or have had
some p rior t rainin g and experi ence.
Each chapter begins with a description
of words that are introd uced in that
chapter. The first time the word is used
it is highlighted in capital letters. A
handy cross reference glossary of these
words appears in the back of the text.
There is a suggested approach for using this book if you are using a computer for the first time, if you are using one
for a specific purpose, or if you are an
experienced computer user. You may
want to study all 14 chapters in -depth
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FROM JAPAN

w
Jap an is n o w e x p o rt in g its co n ce p t o f
"q ua lit y " t o A m e rica n c o r p o r at io n s . Th is
is y our o p p o r tu n ity to ga in in s igh t in to
Ja pa ne se p h ilo s o p h y a n d c o st o f p r o d u c t
qua lity , d ire ctly fr o m t h e lead in g au th o r i-

ties that made it happen in Japan. Hear
th e En g lish sp ea k in g p la n n e rs , in d u s t rialis ts a nd m a rk et in g e x p er t s ex p la in " Th e
Jap an es e A p p ro ach " . Ch o o s e wo r ks h o p s
give n on b o th d ay s b es t s u ite d f o r y o u r
co m p an y needs.
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TOPICS
• A Japanese definition of quality, control,
and quality control

Q

• How to implement quality control concepts
• Establishing management policy, implementation and training
• JETRO- Japanese policy and the future of
U.S. importers in Japan
• American perspective of quality control

'G

• Implementing the Japanese system in the U.S.
• Marketing products to the Japanese
• What U.S, companies are doing on quality
cost
• Japanese mentality: Understanding the
Japanese distribution systems, trade procedures, and mechanisms
• Competing in Japan
SPEAKERS
Win Straube, Chief Executive Officer
Pegasus International Corporation
Ichiro Miyauchi, Counselor
Union of Japanese Scientists & Engineers
(JUSE)
Sidney Rubinstein, President
Participative Systems, Inc.
Dr. Bungo Ishizaki, Professor, Kobe
University of Art & Technology
Hiromi Hemuki, Marketing Manager, Tokyo
Pegasus International Corporation
Wayne Morse, Area Chairman
Accounting and Law Principal Investigator
Clarkson University
Steven Humphreys, Director
Japanese Business Development
GE /Calma Company
International Operations
Osamu (Scott) Nishio, President
Okuma Machinery, Inc.
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$350 pe r pers on— full -time e duc a tor a nd NAA me mbe r
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National Association of Accountants
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Part of the 250 -plus participants of Cost Accounting for the 90s conference in Boston.

Cost Accounting for the '90s
High tech is forging an alliance between engineers and accountants
—that was the message of NAA's recent conference in Boston.
"We have been living off innovations in
management accounting that were
made 80 and 100 years ago. These techniques were good then, but times are
changing," said Robert S. Kaplan, Harvard Business School professor and
chairman of NAA's recent conference
on Cost Accounting for the '90s.
Speaking to more than 250 accounting and financial executives attending
the two -day conference in Boston, Dr.
Kaplan pointed out that improvements
in the technology of data collection and
processing, radical changes in manufacturing, and the deregulation in the service industries make it imperative that
in the next five to ten years major new
cost accounting systems evolve.
According to Dr. Kaplan, it's time
for production engineers and accountants to work together to take advantage of the high tech automated systems
that can collect and process data on an
immediate basis for rapid financial analysis and decision making,
"Our high technology systems can
detect defects rapidly, correct machine
tolerances without human intervention,
and provide total quality control with
zero defects." Prof. Kaplan said. This
leads to more productivity, lower inventories, and lower costs.
Cost accountants in the service industries also are not immune to change.
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Previously, Dr. Kaplan noted, in the
highly regulated service industry prices
were set to recover all costs at an aggregate level. Now, cost accountants in
these industries have to figure out how
to price a diverse range of products and
services.
Commenting on whether or not accountants are keeping up with quality
control, Robert E. Fox, executive vice
president of Creative Output Inc., said
that U.S. manufacturers, while selling
products at lower costs, still cannot
compete with higher cost products from
overseas that have zero defects. Mr. Fox
said that foreign competition has nearly
el imin at ed the st eel mak ers , overwhelmed the auto industry, is taking
over the microchip and computer business, and may soon move into the aerospace industry.
"Synchronized manufacturing will
not work unless we change our performance measurements," said Mr. Fox.
"Current cost measurements will drive
us in the wrong direction."
Professors Grant W. Russell, RIA,
University of Waterloo, and David M.
Dilts, Mich igan St at e Un ivers i ty,
warned conference participants that
manufacturing companies cannot continue to do business as usual and expect
to survive. "If we are going to compete
we must automate."

Are accountants delaying the automation of America? The professors described a recent study that surveyed experts on the subject of implementing
flexible manufacturing systems (FMS)
and computer integrated manufacturing
(CIM). The results of the survey suggest
that technical problems exist but the
greatest difficulties are managerial.
According to su rvey respondents,
manufacturers are inhibited by the use
of traditional investment criteria when
evaluating the potential value of computer -aided manufacturing. Professors
Dilts and Russell recommend that accountants look at the long term and emphasize, rather than ignore, the strategic
contributions of new equipment. "In
other words, we have to take capital
budgeting techniques and make them
more strategic."
Allen H. Seed, senior consultant, Arthur D. Little Inc., believes that solutions to accounting for automation can
be found within the present framework
of management accounting. "We do not
have to invent new standards or financial statements ," h e said. "Co st accounting can be modified to fit the new
environment of factory automation."
One Small Company's Experience
Proving that automated manufacturing systems are not just for the large
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companies, David Greenberg, controller
of Boston Metal Products, described the
benefits his small company experienced
with robotics. Boston Metal manufactures equipment for supermarkets and
other retail stores. According to Mr.
Greenberg, the decision to purchase a
robot was made primarily because the
president wanted one. The company realized, however, that a robot would
have significant potential for saving on
labor costs. "Production rates can be
three times that of a person. Running
the robot 80 hours a week on the right
products has the potential to save close
to $100,000 of direct labor a year at the
current pay levels."
Although the company's robotics capability is underused and significant labor savings still lie in the future, Mr.
Greenberg calls the project a major success. "Sales have increased and the robot has become an important agent for
change in our company."
State -of -the -art information systems
technology can help management accountants cope with the factory of the
future, according to Jeffrey S. Goodman, president, Software International
Corp., a subsidiary of the General Electric Co. Mr. Goodman said today accountants are asked to provide more
data, more quickly, with greater variability in reporting and analysis than
ever before. To accomplish this, he recommends query languages that enable
users to randomly get at databases and
combination of databases, personal
computer spreadsheets, decision support packages to do "what if' analysis,
fourth generation user languages that
allow users to s truct ure accoun ting
management methodologies to optimize
their business environments, and on -line
processing capabilities.
Reviewing the milestones in the history of management accounting, Professor Richard Vangermeersch, University
of Rhode Island, said accountants have
lost track of the needs of engineers.
"Over 60 years ago, engineers decided
accoun tants were placin g too heavy
concentration on financial reporting
and not dealing with engineering problems from a realistic standpoint," said
Prof. Vangermeersch. "Now it is essential to the survival of the U.S. manufacturing that production engineers and accountants work together."
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Rules and Measurements Need
Updating
Considering problems in the high tech defense industry, several speakers
commented on the strict government
guidelines contractors must meet. Brigadier General John D. Slinkard, deputy
chief of staff, contracting for the Air
Force, noted, "There's probably nothing that is regulated as much by both
law an d pol icy as go ve rn men t
contracting."
These restrictions applied to high
technology products demand and contribute to innovative approaches in industry. For example, Mark S. Coran,
vice president, finance, Pratt & Whitney, division of United Technologies,
said his company has invested thousands of man hours in new accounting
technologies to develop better cost controls in working with the government.
On the other hand, Richard S. Mulligan, vice president of TRW, Inc., said
that government is not keeping up with
new accounting techniques and this limits flexibility. In reply, Brigadier General Slinkard said that in 1980 Congress
eliminated the Cost Accounting Standards Board because of budget cuts, and
the rules set by that Board remain in effect regardless of subsequent changes in
technology.
Acco u nt i n g meas u r emen t s will
change drastically, predicted Robert A.
Howell, president of Howell Management Corp. and a professor at New
York University. Standard costing will
disappear, variance analysis will become
obsolete, labor and productivity will become irrelevant. Instead, measurement
systems that help manufacturing people
monitor incoming raw materials are
needed. "Raw materials are going to be
one of the major variable costs in the
factory of the future," he said.
Steven M. Hronec, a St. Louis partner of Arthur Andersen & Co., urged
caution and careful planning before
rushing in and embracing computerized
integrated manufacturing. He emphasized that any company moving from
traditional manufacturing processes to
CIM should do so in a logical and systematic manner. "First the company's
processes must be simplified— that's
called just -in -time manufacturing. Once
that occurs, some islands of automation
may be warranted and then the compa-

ny can go to CIM."
According to Mr. Hronec, many U.S.
manufacturers have automated before
simplifying with disastrous results. "After JIT is installed, automatic storage
and retrieval systems that cost the company millions of dollars are no longer
necessary because inventory no longer
exists."
Zero Inventories
Panelists Vivian Wright, systems administrator, Hewlett- Packard; Henry J.
Johansson, national director, Manufacturing Industries, Coopers & Lybrand,
New York; and Thomas E. Vollmann,
chairman, professor of operations management, Boston University, agreed that
the effect of zero inventory, just -in -time
techniques, will result in far less waste,
reductions in rework, process yield increases, workforce motivation improvements and, finally, an absolute reduction in inventories.
According to Ms. Wright, Hewlett Packard's disk memory division in Boise, Idaho, was able to improve quality
and reduce costs using just -in -time. She
added that "JIT could not have been
implemented successfully without close
cooperation between the cost accountants and the people in manufacturing.
"At H -P the cost accountants successfully responded to the challenges of
JIT. They changed accounts payable
systems to accommodate JIT purchasing, helped man ufactu ri ng s ys tems
mod el JIT production environments,
and took advantage of opportunities to
reduce transactions and simplify reporting whenever possible."
The panelists concurred that JIT is
critical to our ability to compete with
foreign manufacturers. "American industry cannot afford to ignore the use of
JIT. It will be around a long time," Mr.
Johansson added.
Susan Jayson
Proceedings of the Cost Accounting
for the '90s conference have been
published in book and videocassett e f or ms an d ar e a va i la bl e
through NAA 's Sp eci al Order
Dept. For information on ordering
your copy, see the advertisement on
page 60.
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In the Library
Members may borrow the books listed in
this section by telephoning M. Redrick,
(201) 573 -6235.
The Transfer Pricing Problem:
A Theory for Practice
Robert G. Eccles, Lexington Books, D.C.
Heath and Co., Lexington, Mass., 1985,
342 pp. —Dr. Eccles, an associate professor at the Harvard Business School,
has written an interesting and useful
book on an important and controversial
topic. Evolving from the author's research study and a pre- existing survey,
the book exami nes the often vexing
problems associated with transfer pricing from the perspectives of business
policy, economics, organizational behavior, and sociology, as well as from
the accountant's point of view. The author demonstrates that transfer pricing
policies are an integral aspect of strategy implementation and that effective
management of these policies requires
careful attention to administration.
The first four chapters s how how
strategy determines transfer pricing policy and identify the critical elements of
an administrative process. Chapters five
through seven discuss the approaches of
exchan ge aut ono my, mandated full
cost, and man d at ed market -based
prices. The next two chapters consider
the management of conflict and the endless pressure for changes in policy. In
the final chapter, the author presents a
general framework for implementing
strategy designed to help managers analyze transfer pricing practices. Short
case studies of actual company experiences are interspersed throughout.
Dr. Eccles has s ucceed ed in his
avowed purposes of helping managers
and contributing to academic theory.
Louis Bisgay
LAN —Local Area Networks
in Large Organizations
Thomas W. Madron, Hayden Book Co.,
10 Mulh oll and Drive, Has bro uck
Heights, N.J. 07604, 1985, 132 pp. —Are
"Local Area Networks" the 1986 equivalent of the "hoola hoop," or do they
represent the next logical step in the onward technological changes brought
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about by computers and communications? At the beginning, Mr. Madron
states, "I am convinced that the cost of
not providing a state -of -the -art LAN is
much greater than the combined cost of
building the LAN and keeping it working in properly." The author has had
firsthand experience in developing and
impl emen ti ng a n etwork wi th more
than 3,000 outlets. As he states quite cogently, "Technology supports the organization, not vice versa." (p. 36) This
book is required reading for management accountants whose organizations
are contemplating a major investment
in local area networks.
Alfred M. King
Data Communications:
a Manager's View
John Seaman, ed., Hayden Book Co., 10
Mulholland Drive, Hasbrouck Heights,
N.J. 07604, 1985, 406pp. —This book is
a series of 40 selected articles, many
which appeared in the magazine Computer Decisions. The strength of the
book is that the material is extremely
readable, with little jargon. References
and quotes are from practitioners and
organizations that, for the most part,
are household names in business. Topics
covered include electronic mail, executive work stations, distributed data processing, networking, and cost - cutting
measures. My major complaint about
this book is that it has no index. The
value of this material, however, outweighs the potential difficulty in finding
a specific topic. I recommen d it for
readers interested in marketing the new
technology at a business level.
AMK
Taking Control of Your Office
Records: A Manager's Guide
Edited by Kathryn Aschner, Knowledge
Industry Publications, Inc., 701 Westchester Ave., White Plains, N. Y. 10604,
1983, 260 pp. —This softbound volume
covers a topic of great interest to NAA
members, at least based on requests to
our library. The areas discussed include
files management, microfilm programs,
disaster recovery, corporate archives,
and record centers. The book includes

Miriam Redrick and Stan Stec, Editors

detailed instructions for taking a files
inventory, a sample files manual, instructions for converting to a new filing
system, as well as information about
physical filing equipment. This handbook will answer specific questions in
this important area.
AMK
Social Software of Accounting and
Information Systems
Norman A Macintosh, John Wiley &
Sons, 605 Third Ave., New York, N. Y.
10158, 1984, 289 pp. —This book deals
with the behavioral aspects of introducing and operating accounting information systems. "Social software" constitu tes the li n k age between the
information systems and the people using those systems —the knowledge of
how to connect the system in a valuable
way with organizational participants.
The theme of the book is that social
software is more important than technical aspects of information systems.
Accountants, according to the author, "should emphasize the value of information for learning and improveme n t . " (p . 21) Acc o u n t an t s an d
information systems people should not
be simply information providers but
also in -house consultants. Designers of
accounting systems ought to be very
careful in attempting to achieve "the
right chemistry between personality
traits, participative budgeting patterns,
and the roles imposed upon the manager." (p. 30) The author emphasizes the
importance of participation in budgeting even though the efficacy of participation remains an unresolved research
issue. He concludes, after a detailed
analysis of research studies on the impact of participation in budgeting, that
the effects of participation pertain to
"s i t u ati o n al needs and eval uat ion
styles."
The book does have some deficiencies. Only very limited consideration is
given decision support systems. Nevertheless, many of the analyses and recommendations pertain to DSS. Additionally, there are no explicit references
to, let alone discussion of, behavorial
decisio n issues such as info rmation
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overload and functional fixation in the
use of accounting data.
The book is timely in view of the recent development in information systems, especially in view of the inadequate attention given in our accounting
curricula to the behavorial ramifications
of accounting and information systems.
An immensely readable book, it should
appeal to both students and managers.
Robert Bloom
Professor of Accountancy
Concordia University
The Joy of Working: The 30 -Day
System to Success, Wealth and
Happiness on the Job
Denis Waitley and Reni L. Witt, Dodd,
Mead & Company, Inc., 79 Madison
Ave., New York, N.Y 10016, 1985, 272
pp. —Is your job boring? Repetitive? Irritating? Do you wish that you could
learn to enjoy your job more? Authors
Denis Waitley and Reni L. Witt show
you how it is possible to combine excellence, quality, productivity, and service
with enjoyment.
The book is written as a system, with

each chapter focusing on one key point
or "thought of the day." It should be
read daily, one chapter at a time, for 30
days. The objective is for the reader to
incorporate what he or she learns in
each chapter into every day.
The first chapter deals with self -esteem, the backbone of the book. Once
you are able to find your own self -worth
and make it part of daily routine, the
other chapters should fall into place
with ease. Attitude, motivation, priorities, responsibility, and self - discipline
are just some of the topics included. The
ultimate outcome, after you complete
the book, according to the authors, is a
positive outlook —not only on the job
but with life in general.
Alison Smith
Corporate Combat: The Application
of Military Principles of Strategy
and Tactics to Business Competition
William E. Peacock, Facts on File Publications, 460 Park Avenue South, New
York, N. Y. 10016, 1984, 170 pp. —The
author, a former assistant secretary of
the Army, is now a senior executive in
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private industry. His thesis is that the
basic principles of military strategy,
such as maneuver, objective, offense,
surprise, economy of force, and unity of
command can be applied to strategic
business decisions. In each chapter, he
provides a military case history, then
evaluates a notable business decision in
comparable terms.
Un d er th e heading "E co n o my o f
Force," Mr. Peacock discusses the history of the RAF defeat of Germany in
the Battle of Britain. Then corporate
takeover activity is related to the battle
in a discussion of the use of minimal
force to accomplish major objectives.
Discussing defense, Henry Ford's decision to attempt to retain his market
position with the famous Model T is analyzed alongside the French hope that
the Maginot Line would protect against
a German invasion. In both cases substantial changes had to b e mad e t o
avoid defeat.
This book has a serious purpose and
stimulates thinking. Its best feature is
that it is highly readable and provides
many new insights,
AMK

Paul J. Lyons, The Taft Group, 5530
MacArthur Blvd., N. W., Washington,
D.C. 20016, 1985, approx. 500 pp.—
This loose -leaf manual is written for
volunteer directors and officers plus
staff members of nonprofit organizations. It covers so urces and uses of
funds, cash management, financial planning, investments, and similar topics.
The material essentially deals with the
financial and management accounting
aspects of nonprofit organizations and
thus would not provide much new material for NAA members. It is well organized, however, and would represent
a useful reference source.
Its real benefit would be for nonaccountants serving in leadership positions in nonprofit organizations. NAA
members might well recommend acquisition of this volume for organizations
with which they are affiliated. It would
preclude them, as accountants, from
getting involved too much in detailed
accounting, systems design, and day -today financial management.
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Digest Service

The Management Accounting Digest
Service makes available for members
copies of manuscripts originally submit It'd 10 MANAGE3fEN7' ACCOUNTING but
not published. The manuscripts are far
reference only; they have not been edited
or verified by NAA staff. NAA holds
copyright to the material Reproduction
or use without permission is prohibited.

Accounting Profession
Reflections of a CMA Candidate
By !Nicholas S. Fetchina

Describes how the author successfully prepared for the Certificate in Management Accounting (CMA) exam. He
evaluates available review materials
and analyzes the content of each part
of the exam.
No. 5044, 14 pp.
The Church Treasurer

Executive Compensation—A Synthesis
of Current Literature
This article discusses the theoretical
basis for executive compensation,
how to measure executive performance, and how to control the escalation of executive compensation.
No. 6271, 17 pp.

the author found information valuable
to management accountants just beginning to use microcomputers and
related spreadsheets. That information has been assembled into a collection of several topics related to microcomputer spreadsheet programs
and packages.
No. 6084, 17 pp.

Management Information
Systems

Performance Measurement,
Reporting, and Control

Automation Needs for
Lease Accounting

Internal Controls in a
Hospital Pharmacy Under the
New Medicare System

By Step hen J. Lawler

By D iane J. S c hulte

A case study of one company's purchase of a lease accounting software
package and t he crit eria u sed to
make their selection. The author describes seven major areas of the business that needed automation and the
special requirements of each area.
No. 5600, 9 pp.

11) George T. Bo rrows

A church treasurer for 25 years offers
guidelines on the principles of church
accounting and financial reporting.
The responsibilities of the treasurer
are discussed and a sample budget
and treasurer's report provided.
No. 6121, 5 pp.

Human Resources
Accounting for Human Resources
B y Ma ri ly n M . P a rk e r

During the 1960s and 1970s, research and experimentation was conducted in the field of accounting for
human resources. The R.G. Barry
Corporation of Columbus, Ohio, participated in the development of a system that would provide better informat ion conc erning the human
resources of the company. In addition
to analyzing R.G. Barry Corporation's
experience with accounting for human resources, the author considers
the question: With today's changing
industrial environment is it again time
to consider the costs of these assets
that do not appear on the balance
sheet?
No. 6274, 14 pp.
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Software Pirates May Bring
Lawsuits on Board
By Thomas Clevenger and
Novella Noland Clevenger

Microcomputers currently being used
in business and industry have brought
along with them the phenomenon
called "software piracy" —the unauthorized copying of copyrighted and license- protected mircocomputer software. Because of the increasing risk
of being sued by software producers
for illegal software copying by company employees, companies may need
to take steps to institute policies
against such activities. The authors
review some of the basics of copyright law and license agreements and
recommend some preventative measures for corporations to implement.
No. 6343, 8 pp.
The Search for a Microcomputer
Spreadsheet Program
By Charle s R . W agner

Spreadsheets have been used by accountants for years. However, their
application to microcomputers is very
new. In researching and learning
about microcomputer spreadsheets,

By John Yul 1,ee and .Amy Shimada

New internal controls for hospital
pharmacies effective in controlling inventory costs under Medicare's Diagnosis Related Groups (DRGs) system
are discussed. The authors outline
the impact of the new system on the
health care industry and offer additional cost - saving measures.
No. 6111, 13 pp.
Closing Procedures at North
Carolina Natural Gas Cooperation
By Charles W. Siska, Jr.

Every corporation in some shape,
form, or fashion closes its books for
any number of periods during its fiscal
year. This article explores the closing
procedures for a typical natural gas
utility, North Carolina Natural Gas
Corp.
No. 6031, 8 pp.
The Design of a Standard Cost
System for Electrical Construction
By F awzi Dim ian and G ary L. C leve land

The electrical contractor frequently
performs multimillion dollar contracts
without a formal cost system. This article examines a standard cost system for the small, local electrical contractor to allow him to perform on
equal terms with larger, more sophisticated competitors. The author uses
a sample contractor with annual sales
of less than $25 million to illustrate
how the system user can monitor and
analyze data, forecast cost trends,
compute field performance, and gen63

erate internal and external reports
without having to acquire an expensive data processing capability.
No. 6157, 30 pp.
A Serious Consideration of Applying
Michael E. Porter's Competitive
Strategy Analysis to an Improved
Management Discussion and Analysis
Section of the Annual Report
By Carl " ..A lberni

This article reviews the Securities &
Exchange Commission's guidance for
improving the Management Discussion and Analysis (MDA) section of
the annual report. The major framework of Michael E. Porter's Competitive Strategy Analysis (PCSA) is presented and reasons why the PCSA
would imp rove the MDA are
discussed.
No. 5407, 11 pp.

By Nancy Bucchianeri

Results of a comparison of five international accounting standards with
related GAAP (Generally Accepted
Accounting Principles) guidelines are
summarized. The article also reviews
four foreign financial statements to
determine their compliance (or lack of
compliance) with the international
standards. The author suggests that
lack of an international law- making
body behind the International Accoun ting Standards Com mit tee
(IASC) leads to a semi - adherence to
the standards on the part of foreign
companies.
No. 5309, 18 pp.

Planning, Budgeting,
and Forecasting
Key Budgeting Factors
By Allan Blair

Implementing a Peer Review
Program for Internal Auditors
By William D. Cooper and William F. Kauder

The concept of peer review for internal auditors has existed for some time
but frequently has been dismissed as
being too costly, too time- consuming,
of little practical value, and too revealing of company secrets. This article
explores the advantages and disadvantages to be gained from an internal peer review, factors that need to
be considered in implementing a peer
review program, and how a large
manufacturing firm implemented such
a program.
No. 6166, 10 pp.
International Accounting Standards

This article proposes that budgeting's
environmental aspects may supersede mechanical considerations in
both influence and importance. The
author discusses seven key environmental factors: limited resources,
pressure, survival, influence, risk aversion, structure, and delegation,
and suggests that budgeting professionals include these factors in the
budgetary process.
No. 6392, 11 pp.
The Accountant's Role in the
Development of the
Promotional Budget
By Steven J. Adams and Michael F. O'Neill

The impact of the method used to allocate various indirect variable costs

MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING DIGEST SERVICE
Please send manuscript No.s listed on the right:
I enclose payment @ $5.00 each, or five for $20.00.

on the eventual allocation of marketing resources to each of several products is investigated. The discussion is
limited to how the cost allocation
method used affects both the absolute size and allocation of the promotional budget among various products
in a multi - product firm. A hypothetical
golf club manufacturing firm (GMI) is
used to demonstrate the importance
of accurate internally generated cost
information.
No. 6063, 14 pp.
Budgeting for Cafeterias
By Mary Jane Byrd

The budgeting processes discussed
in this article are from a profit -andloss standpoint and are centered on
units in operation for at least one
year. A general discussion of budgeting is followed by a case study of a
large cafeteria chain in which all units
are consolidated to the parent company and all unit profits and losses
are divisionalized. The author concludes that constant monitoring and
trend analysis appear to be the key to
successful cafeteria budgeting.
No. 6344, 9 pp.
An Example of a Corporate
Planning and Control System
By Alex B. Cameron

The author describes his experiences
working for a company he considered
to have an excellent internal planning
and control system that met both the
criteria set by the AICPA and also
provided excellent internal planning
and control. The company's planning
cycle and planning procedures are
discussed.
No. 5390, 16 pp.
Taxes

Payment must be drawn on a U.S. bank.
New York State residents add 4 % plus any local taxes.

Accelerated Depreciation /Deferred
Taxes —A Third Alternative
By Robert F. Garland

Please allow 6-8 weeks
for delivery

MAIL TO: Special Order Department
National Association of A cco untants P.O. Box 433. Montvale, N.J. 07645
PAYMENT MUST ACCOMPANY ORDER
MA 7/66
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The author reviews the history, current situation, and prospects as to accounting for deferred taxes and the
arguments —pro and con —for inter period allocation of tax expense. A
third alternative, the use of accelerated depreciation for book and tax, is
presented.
No. 6117, 10 pp.
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Accounting
Education
Dora R. Herring, Contributing Editor

Using Microcomputers to Teach Accounting
A specific software package may assist an executive in solving a company's tax problem, but can that same
package be used to teach corporate
taxation to a graduate -level accounting class?
I recently studied 150 different software packages to determine how
computers can be used to teach accounting at four educational levels: introductory, lower, advanced, and
graduate. Because teaching and financial considerations are different
for each school, I cannot offer a standard " h ow t o" program for using
hardware and software in every accounting classroom. However, I have
outlined a set of guidelines to use
when selecting accounting and financial software packages that will help
to maximize your student's learning
experiences.
At the introductory level instructors
should assume that the student has
no prior knowledge of microcomputers or accounting. The main concerns
for instructors are familiarizing the
student with microcomputer hardware
and preventing the student from making an inadvertent error in data entry
or computation.
Appropriate software for students
to use at this level should provide
brief, concise, and specific instructions in writing. If the software is flexible software (spreadsheets and database management), instructions
should include only the necessary
steps to do that particular assignment
and not the total capabilities of the
software. Assignments should be simple and brief so the student will quickly experience a feeling of accomplishMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JULY 1986

ment. Numerous error messages and
instructions should be included to enable the student to reenter data and
prevent incorrect data from being
entered.
The assignment should focus on
the keyboard, the machine, and the
computer output rather than on detailed interpretation of the program.
The program should require students
to provide a correct answer before
they can progress further. Or, after
the student makes two attempts to
answer the question, the program
should give the correct answer and
then proceed to the next question_
Programmed questions and answers
are easy in specific applications but
not in applications prepared with flexible software. However, such an approach also is possible in in flexible
software, if the written instructions are
contained in the manual portion of the
assignment.
Assignments should be divided into
30 -45 minute modules. For the beginning student this means a short and
very simple assignment that a knowledgeable person might complete in 510 minutes.
In lower level accounting courses
the instructor should assume that the
student has been exposed to the
computer and flexible software. At
this stage, students can be taught the
component parts of an accounting
system and allowed to enter the data.
Debits and credits and common journal entries, adjusting entries, and the
basic concepts covered in the text
should be covered.
Because lower level accounting
courses are an overview of financial,

cost /managerial accounting, systems, auditing, and tax, very simple
problems covering these topic areas
may be used. Two basic types of software application can be used, One is
a detailed practice set to be done in a
computer lab at the student's own
pace with technical assistance available. The other type is short homework assignments that complement
the professor's lecture to be done in a
class environment or for homework at
a specified time.
The software used for both types of
assignments should contain error and
help screens to minimize the teaching
assistance needed, and should contain conceptual accounting questions
that must be answered by the student
before the assignment can be considered completed. If this is not possible,
the questions should be contained in
the written manual portion of the assignment. The assignment must be a
sequel to previous assignments or
must complement the subject matter
covered in the lecture. A format similar to the accounting text used is important to minimize confusion. Generally, the computer lab assignments
involve long problems, focus on the
bookkeeping cycle, and include the
adjustment process. The assignments that follow classroom lectures
cover specific topics related to textbook chapters.
Flexible software may be used with
predesigned templates or with configurat ions of databases. Students
should solve the accounting problems
manually to reinforce the total concept. It also is desirable to provide
enough instruction so that large reference manuals are not needed in order to run the program and do the assignment. In each case, assignments
that last 30 -45 minutes should result
in specific answers which give the
studen t a s ense of progres s and
achievement.
Upper /Graduate level accounting
courses continue the objectives of
lower level courses but offer more
complicated assignments. A cost accounting practice set or auditing practice set may be used in a computer
lab environment with objectives similar to the bookkeeping cycle practice
f t 71
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Opinion
6 "
and fail to see the need. Ten years from
now I would venture to say that they
will have a different opinion, All of us
have had medicine which tasted putrid
going down, but which turned out to be
good for us.
No doubt there are many other colleges and universities exploring ways
and means of improving accounting
education —some of which will succeed
and some of which will not. What is encouraging is to be able to witness this
willingness to experiment, especially on
the part of some of the newer institutions. Is there a parallel between the
role new, small businesses are playing in
generating much of the growth in the
economy and the readiness of younger
schools to try new approaches to accounting education? I don't know. My
"sample" was much too small to draw
any such conclusions.
However, the report by the Committee on the Future, Content, and Scope
of Accounting Education of the American Accounting Association, of which
NAA's President Herb Knortz was a
member, offers enough challenges for
every accounting educator. I applaud
the spirit of enterpris e which those
schools I visited are showing. There are,
no doubt, lots more doing the same
thing. One thing is certain, however;
those who think academe is a placid,
unchanging environment just haven't
seen the real thing these days.
Change is occurring. That's the good
news.

MAP
8 "
rent market value of a company's oil
and gas reserves. Because of the sharp
drop in oil prices, the ceiling test would
require, in many cases, significant asset
write- downs.
SEC Chief Accountant A. Clarence
Sampson argued that temporarily suspending the rules until year -end would
give the industry time for a possible recovery in oil prices and avoid the necessity for quarterly asset adjustments. The
commissioners rejected the notion that,
68

because oil prices are artificially low,
the rules should be eased. After the
vote, Chairman John S. R. Shad commented, "We're saying the rules are not
stretchable at a time of stress." But the
Commission did ask Mr. Sampson to
examine the ceiling test to determine
whether it should be changed.
The pervasive impact of these issues
is not felt by the major oil companies
that use successful efforts accounting, in
which drilling and other exploration
costs for unsuccessful wells are charged
to expense as incurred, thus avoiding
the asset build -up inherent in full cost
accounting.

Taxes
10"
automobile, it pays the higher taxes imposed because of the higher price. We
could forget about any detailed record
keeping of the business use versus personal use.
Encourage Americans to save, especially for retirement. Currently we have
complex IR A an d o th er ret i remen t
funding laws. If we had a national sales
tax we would be taxing consumption
rather than income. We could do away
with IRA and pension laws because to
shelter income for retirement, all a taxpayer would have to do is save rather
than spend. The burdensome laws for
IRAs and other retirement plans would
not be needed. Neither would we have
the tremendous cost of administering
IRA and pension laws. Many financial
institutions profit from administration
fees assessed to IRA accounts — another
large hidden tax. Also, we would not
need laws governing how much an individual could shelter for retirement or
how long those funds would have to remain unspent. Whenever the funds are
spent they would be subject to taxation
immediately. Employer payments for
labor costs and pension contributions
would not be taxed.
Ou r pres ent syst em en cou rages
spending and discourages saving. If
someone over borrows, it is not taxed
until money is earned to pay back the
funds. In fact, if the borrower were to
go bankrupt and never repay the funds
owed, he /she would never be taxed on
those funds. By taxing interest earned

on saving and allowing a deduction for
interest paid, the system is encouraging
spending and discouraging saving.

No More Tax Returns
Some individuals say that a national
sales tax places the burden of collecting
the tax on business. This is true. However, is it really much different than the
current system that requires the collection of taxes by the employer through
the medium of the payroll withholding
tax and excise taxes?
The underground economy probably
would continue to thrive. However, if
we had a national sales tax, any money
earned in the underground and spent at
a legitimate restaurant, store, or other
business, would be taxed. A national
sales tax system might have the effect of
bringing the underground economy into
the light.
Would the barter economy flourish?
You would have to be naive to think
that it does not now flourish. However,
let's consider the case of a dentist who
each evening after work has people arrive to finish his basement and build an
addition to his home. If this is strictly a
barter situation, neither side reports income. If we had a national sales tax, at
least the lumber for the addition and the
supplies used by the dentist would be
subject to taxation.
Current tax reform proposals seem to
maintain a preference for long -term
capital gains. A consumption tax would
still allow the deferral of taxation if
profits and principal were simply reinvested. Investors could forget about taking tax losses before year -end only to reinvest in th os e same st ocks after a
30 -day waiting period passes.
Pro bab ly th e bi gges t ad van t age
would be that never again would we
have to file an income tax return or be
faced with a large unexpected tax bill
that we can't pay. Consider the state
sales tax in those states that have a sales
tax. No individual is ever required to
file a sales tax return, and no one is ever
faced with a large sales tax payment at
the end of the year.
Ronald M. Mano is professor of accounting at Weber State College in Ogden,
Utah. He is a member ofthe Salt Lake
Area Chapter of NAA, through which
this column was submitted.
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NAA
Research

Research Reports Published

Patrick L. Romano, Editor

Status Report on Research
A suggestion was made at the meeting of the Committee on Research,
held on May 2 in Las Vegas, that a
summary report for the research function be prepared to reflect the activity
during the fiscal 1985 -86 year (July 1,
1985 - June 30, 1986).
Accordingly, all research projects
have been classified in three categories. (See Tables). They are:
Research reports published.
Research reports completed, expected t o be pu blished in late
1986.
Research projects in progress,
added during the fiscal year.
Due to the number of projects listed, space does not permit a summary
description of each project. As research reports are published, however, a summary of the contents of each
study is published in this column.
Research Grant Procedure
The NAA's Research Committee
establishes policy guidelines for research projects.
I will be happy to discuss any proposed research topic you are interested in. Developing any worthwhile research prop osal req uires a
give- and -take dialogue with a researcher. We are prepared to invest
the substantial time necessary to
have workable research projects that
meet the needs of the Association
and yet contribute to the professional
stature of the researcher.
To apply for a Research Grant,
write or call me at the NAA office and
provide us with a brief, one -page outline of the topic, and an approximate
estimated cost. If you want further inMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JULY 1986

formation on project proposals or the
listed projects, please write or call the
director of research, Patrick L. Romano, at (201) 573 -6212.
0

Sales Forecasting Systems,
Imhoff, Feb. 1986.
The Use of Performance
Measures, Edwards, March.
Presenting Accounting Information to Management, Douglas,
Beed, March 1986.
The Use of Variable Costing in
Pricing Decisions, Schiff,
Haessly, Bruegelmann, Wolfangel, April 1986.
Decision Support Systems,
Davis - Stemp, Minkin, Thomopoulos, Stemp, May 1986.

Research Projects Completed
Decision Support Systems and Management Accounting —Boer
The Use of Mathematical Models —Lin, Watkins
Management Incentive Compensation Plans— Maher, Butler
Classification and Coding for Accounting Operations —Boer
Accounting for Costs as Fixed and Variable —Mowen
Techniques in Inventory Management and Control — Mecimore, Weeks
Quality Costs: Measurement, Planning and Control— Morse, Roth,
Poston
Research Projects in Progress
1. The Use of Advanced Office Systems in the Financial Function of an
Organization— Arthur Young & Co. Jointly sponsored with Digital
Equipment Corp.
2. Corporate Profitability and Logistics: Guidelines for Distribution and Financial Managers —Ernst & Whinney. Jointly sponsored with the
Council of Logistics Management.
3. National Commission on Fraudulent Financial Reporting. Three research projects were undertaken by NAA. The Commission believes
these studies to be valuable to its investigation into fraudulent financial reporting:
a. Impact of Professionalism and Codes of Conduct on Financial Reporting. Landekich.
b. Surprise Write -offs: Financial Reporting, Disclosure, and Analysis.
Schiff, et. al.
c. Expansion of Non -Audit Services and Auditor Independence.
Edwards.
4. The State of the Art of Cost Management Systems Practice —Seed,
Howell. Jointly sponsored with CAM -l.
5. The State of the Art of Cost Management Systems Practice— Literature Search. Mecimore, Sullivan. Jointly sponsored with CAM -I.
6. Cost Accounting for Factory Automation. Bennett, Hendricks, Keys
and Rudnicki.
7. Expert System Study of Budget Variance Evaluation. Boer.
8. Financial Performance Evaluation, Financial Service Firms. NYU.
9. Should LIFO be Adopted? A Guide for Management. Schiff.
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People in the News
Promotions and New Positions

of Morley Plastics, Inc.

Jerry E. Trapnell , Baton Rouge, is now
head of the acco unt ing department,
Clemson University.

David R . Koeppen , La Crosse- Winona
Area, is now department chairperson of
accou ntin g at the Uni versity of La
Crosse.

James W. White, Bergen- Rockland, is
now financial controller at Citibank.
Larry L. Whitler, Central Illinois, was
promoted to vice president of sales and
finance at Keystone Steel & Wire, Co.
James C . Widener, East Tennessee, is
now corp orat e secretary of General
Shale Products Corp.
George I. Augustin , Fort Lauderdale, is
now vice president and audit manager
at Barnett Banks, NA.
Jack S . Sellers , Illinois Northeast, is
now controller and assistant secretary

ACCOUNTING MANAGERS

KNOW..
Th ere 's Alot More To
Freight Costs Than Just Freight
FOR INSTANCE, WHAT IS THE
REAL COST OF PAYING ALL
THOSE FREIGHT BILLS?
OUR FREIGHT BILL PROCESSING
SYSTEM SAVES YOU MONEY
BECAUSE IT:
• Reduces vouchers to 1 per week
• Simplifies bank reconciliation
• Eliminates billing errors
• Eliminates duplicate payments
• Eliminates overcharges
• Improves cash flow
• Eliminates payment inquiries
• Generates all necessary reports
• Pays for itself - and more
MJ1=E AIP AN INCOME PRODUCER
CONTACT US TODAYI

CF�T� S

CONTROLLMYri

COWROLLMMG

co ws
Randolph L. Tobey , Sr. V.P.
(2011526 -8700
Circle number 12 on reply card.
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Robert S. Gillman , Minneapolis Viking.
has been promoted to manager of the
technical and financial search division
of Andcor Companies, Inc.... John E.
Kuhlke is now controller for Closter
Madsen, Inc.
Raymond P. Carrock , Mohawk Valley,
has b een promot ed t o manager, accounting, with Special Metals.
William A. Hawkins, Nashville - Capitol
City, has been appo inted managing
partner of Touche Ross & Co. in Nashvi l l e. . . . P au l a G . Keen is now vice
president and treasurer of Third National Corporation, Nashville, Tenn.
She is a member of the NAA Executive
Committee, 1986 -87.
Thomas O. Porteous, Jr., New Orleans,
has been named chief financial officer
by the Harvey -based company, Louisiana General Services, Inc.
Donald R. Higgins, Oklahoma City, recently was appointed controller of 7 -11
stores in Oklahoma City.
Don F. Richardson, Roanoke, was promoted to assistant vice president of the
Bank of Virginia, Richmond, Va.

Edward Bishop, Long Island.
Fred R. Boudreau , Raritan Valley.
Philip Paul Breen, Jr., Nashville -Music
City.
Nicholas P. Brown , Baltimore.
Leo D. Carden , Chattanooga.
James J. Carmichael, Western Wayne,
past president.
Louis A. Cherry, St. Louis.
Louise P. D'Angelo , Beaver Valley.
Joseph T. Facciolo, Charlotte Blue.
Guy K. Fasig, Central Illinois.
Donald L. Gerwig, Delaware.
Warren D. Gordon , Wabash Valley.
George J. Gow, Charlotte Blue.
Robert L. Harbour, Baton Rouge.
O. D. Hazelrigg, Jr., Owensboro Area.
George Hetzel , Pittsburgh.
Leroy E. Huffman, Asheville.
Bill B. Horton , Asheville.
John M . Johnston , Los Angeles.
Robert R. Kirkpatrick , Madison.
Nicholas C. Kramer, Grand Rapids
Otto F. Lau, Indianapolis.
Ervin F. Lehman , Florida Gulf Coast.
Alfred Lilley, Salt Lake Area.
Russell J . M ayo t t e, Detroit, past
president.
C h ar l es P . M cDo n al d , Lansing Jackson.
Frank L. McGuire, Jr., Birmingham Vulcan.
Robert E. Montague, Susquehanna Valley, past national director, 1982 -84. Stuart Cameron McLeod Society (SCMS).
Glenn H. Morris, Knoxville.
Gordon S. Owren, Morris- Essex.
Victor Paolini, Lehigh Valley.
Frederick J. Paul , Delaware County-

Sandra K. Solheim, Sioux City, was appointed manager of accounting at Container Corp.

Emeritus Life Associates (ELAs)
Paul H. Atki ns, Muscle Shoals, past
president.
Emery Au t h i e r, J r . , Detroit, past
president.
Gordon T. Balduf, Mohawk Valley.
Roman J. Barnes, Northern Virginia.
Donald K. Bechtel, Canton.
Berthold R . Beich, Detroit.
Alvin C. Berg, Portland - Columbia.

The Egotist!
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Pennsylvania.
Earl L. Pickett, Portland- Columbia.
Paul E. Regnold, Cincinnati.
Lyle Gordon Roberts, Kalamazoo,
Maximilian Schein, Bergen - Rockland.
Billy G. Scott, St. Louis.
Hugh A. Stewart, Member -at- Large,
Canada.
Robert E. Tower, San Diego.
Ralph D. Tweddell, Evansville.
Teddy C. Wilenski, New Haven.
William F. Wilke, Danbury Area.

objectives should be to reinforce acfirst to interpret and identify what
counting concepts taught in the classdata are needed, second, enter the
room and to require data identification
data and computer solution, and, fiand analysis. Students using spreadnally, interpret the solution.
sheets and database management programs should be able to design input
Some features common among curscreens or do cu men t s and ou t pu t rent educational software packages
screens or reports and then implement should be avoided. For example, those
the design on the microcomputer.
packages with long problems and no inIn tax classes, informational data- termittent points to measure the stubases may be accessed to answer specific dent's progress and computer programs
problems. The student should be re- that don't require a conceptual knowlquired to identify the problem and code edge of accounting should not be used.
In Memoriam
sections involved and questions that
As a professor, I believe it is imporneed to be answered, before accessing tant that students become familar with
Robert V. Dodd, 71, Boston, 1947.
t h e d at ab as e. St u d en t s who have the capabilities of the new technology.
NAA vice president, 1979 -80
reached this level of expertise should be However, it is critical that our schools
Jasper B. Dreibelbis, 56, Lehigh Valley,
aware of the appropriate databases that use this new technology to teach ac1959.
do exist and know how to access them. counting concepts and not use computFrancis P. Farquhar, 98, San Francisco,
At t he gradu ate level, inst ruct ors ers to bypass the necessity for teaching
1920. Emeritus Life Associate (ELA).
should integrate classroom learning these concepts.
Ro y N. Fenn, 92, Evansville, 1944.
with the software packages used as
ELA.
much as possible. Assignments should Dora R. Herring is professor of accounJohn K. Hammond, 69, Member -atrealistically reflect problems encoun- tancy at Mississippi State University. She
Large, USA, past president, 1954. Stuart
tered in business. Also, students should is a member ofNAA's Committee on AcCamero n McLeod Society (SCMS).
be able to set up a spreadsheet or data- ademic Relations and the Northeast MisELA.
base management application.
sissippi Chapter, through which this colM. E. Harleman, 43, St. Louis, 1976.
At every level of instruction, account- umn was submitted.
George A.W. Hart, 87, Hawaii, past
ing professors should focus on teaching
president, 1964. ELA. SCMS.
the concepts and not training students
Oliver D. Hawn, Jr., 71, Atlanta North,
to perform the mechanics of a particular
1958. ELA.
software package. I recommend that the
following criteria be used when selecting accounting and financial software
Accounting
packages:
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• The assignment /software package
should have definite learning objectives that are clearly understood by
the professor and the student.
• Software packages with complicated
procedures not transferrable to other
packages should be avoided.
• Programmed questions requiring precise answers should be interspersed
throughout the assignment to ensure
that the students learn accounting
concepts. These questions may be
contained within the problem or on
the software package.
• Homework assignments, when possible, should parallel manual methods
and topics discussed in the course.
The format of the assignment should
be consistent with what is taught in
the classroom and textbook so that
class time is not devoted to solving
technical problems.
• Problems should require students

Tax "simpli6cation"is coming. And
"simple' is one thing its not gang to be.
PurchaseBNRssoftwarefortheMM-PC
now— Income lax, Real Estate Investment,
FstateTax orCorporateTax Spreadsheets.
After thenewlawpasses, we'll send you
all updateddisk— fitee— revised tohandlethe
hundreds ofcomplex calculations expected
in the Tix ReformAct of 1986.
Formoreinformation call 1-800 -3721033(inMD1-800-352 -1400, inWash.,
thea m below
D.0 258-9401)or
But do it now. Beforethousands of
pages of tax simplification take you by
surprise.
to
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set. The student should be required to
identify what data are needed from a
descriptive problem that concerns a
progressively complicated but realistic
business situation. The student must be
able to interpret the computer results
and apply them to the business problem.
Procedures that take a lot of time and
are peculiar to software packages
should be avoided because they do not
contribute to conceptual learning.
At the upper and graduate level, students should concentrate on learning
additional conceptual knowledge and
not the complicated procedures of particular business software packages. For
example, handling the mechanics of a
particular package to be used in a business is a good on- the -job experience but
is not appropriate in the classroom.
In upper level accounting courses the

write

Education
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New Products /Services

Elizabeth Warren, Editor

ration has published "Using PC DOS,"
an advanced microcomputer reference
guide. An easy -to- understand, quick -tolocate format presents DOS basics for
beginners, advanced DOS topics for experienced users, and a DOS Command
Reference that gives users quick access
to 63 of the most frequently used DOS
Cambridge Software Collaborative has commands. The book also offers help in
announced the Cambridge Spreadsheet recognizing valid DOS syntax and copAnalyst version 2.0, an enhanced ver- ing with frustrati ng DOS error mession of its best - selling Cambri dge sages. To order directly, call Que CorSpreadsheet Analyst. The new Analyst p o rat i o n , In d i an ap o l i s , In d . , at
is the first interactive business software 1- 800 - 428 - 5331.... Matthew Bender
program that combines error checking, Publishing Company, Inc. has intrologic analysis, and complete documen- duced The Accountant's Workbook Setation for users of Lotus Development ries. The series will address specific subCorp.'s 1 -2 -3 and Symphony spread- jects that small to mid -sized accounting
sheets. It features a comprehensive re- firms handle on an everyday basis or
ports function that lets users select from must incorporate into their practices to
six different reporting formats and its .enhance and expand their services. Ininew combination of highly focused min - tially, the set consists of 10 workbooks
ireports and spreadsheet -wide reports and includes such subjects as: "How to
permits users to document large work- Help Your Client Select and Install a
sheets without being lost in massive Co mp ut er S ys tem, " "Ho w to Help
printouts. The Analyst version 2.0 runs Your Small Business Client Obtain Fion IBM personal computers and com- nancing," and "How to Do Tax Planpatible systems and requires 192K of ning for S Corporations." The series is
random access memory (RAM) and written by practicing CPAs and tax attwo disc drives running DOS 2.0 or torneys. For further information, conhigher. For further information, call tact Michele Leitz, New York, N.Y., at
An d rea Krup a or Debo rah Cooper, 1 -800- 233 -1940.
Cambridge, Mass., at (617) 536 -0470 or
for direct purchase from the manufacAdve rtis e rs ' Inde x
turer, call 1 -800- 446 -1238.
high -tech acrylic, is distortion free and
won't warp or scratch. Opti -Gard is
available in 15 sizes and is framed in either black or color- compatible putty.
For information, contact the company
in Whippany, N.J., at 1 -800- 248 -1212;
in New Jersey call (201) 887 -7713.

Memindex, Inc. has introduced an erasable Wall Planning Guide. The 24" x
36" wallmounted board is color- graduated by quarters with each month printed horizontally on one line for easy daily, monthly, or quarterly planning. The
surface of each board is reusable thousands of times allowing you to rewrite
schedules and add new information as
quickly as plans change. Outdated information can be wiped off instantly
with a damp cloth. Each board includes
one fine tip, no -smear black marker.
For further information write to Memindex, Inc., Dept. 012, 149 Carter St.,
Rochester, N.Y. 14601.
Consensus Systems, Inc. has released
the AIM / 300 0 F ixed Asset S yst em
(FAS) designed to provide comprehensive property control and simplify financial accounting, tax accounting, and
governmental reporting for all fixed assets. FAS allows the maintenance and
depreciation of asset records for financial, federal, and state purposes. The
system operates on Hewlett Packard's
3000 minicomputer and is code - driven,
making it extremely adaptable to the
needs of indivi dual companies. For
firms operating in multiple facilities or
with multiple divisions, FAS allows local or consolidated asset management
and provides for asset transfers between
the various operating entities. For further information, contact the company
in Tulsa, Okla., at (918) 584 -0828.
Screen Data Corporation has introduced Opti -Gard, a triple- coated CRT
anti -glare filter than enhances image
contrast while cutting CRT glare by
98.9%. The filter is manufactured from
72
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Memindex's Wall Planning Guide.

New Publications
Arthur Andersen & Co, has prepared
"Trends in Information Technology:
1986, A Fast - Reading Handbook for
Executives Who Must Understand the
Latest in Computer Use." This second
edition discusses the state of the art in
information technology from hardware
and software to communications and information storage. It addresses those issues that will be of major concern to
management during the next few years,
and suggests appropriate actions to help
incorporate information technology at
all levels of the organization. To order,
write Arthur Andersen & Co., Division
Services, Room 962, 33 West Monroe
St., Chicago, Ill. 60603.... Que Corpo-

MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTINGIJULY 1986

Hove
controlih
If you've always found foreign affairs less than intriguing, get ready. Now there's an international payment system
that gives you what you've always wanted — `world control.
Because it's part paper, there's an auiAit trail for quicl<
traceability and a tangible record of every payment made.
Because it's electronically supported, transactions,
status inquiries and stop payments can occur atthe speed of light.
The system is WorldUrT. And it lets you do things
you never imagined possible.
You can issue checl<s in the world's ;major trading
currencies without leaving your office. You card easily pay
overseas vendors in their own currencies and reduce your FX
exposure.You can even use the WorldLinl< P software to
significantly reduce transaction errors and check issuance time.
And that's just part of the story.
If all this males you wonder
how
you ever lived without the Worldhnl<
system,
stop wondering. Call Gerald Gualano at
Citicorp
Services Inc., at 1(312) 380 -5215.
Tell him you want the world on a string.
Citicorp Services Inc•.ICSII provides remittance and other services to and on behalf of Citicorp entities. z: 1986 CSI. All rights reserved. World Link is a
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service

A better way to move money around the world.CITICORP WORLDLIN<
mark of Citicorp.

On hiring: "No one can be right all of the time, but it helps to be right most of the time."

Robert Half onHiring by Robert Half (Crown)

Don't
settle for
secondbest.
Using a specialist will increase your success in hiring
accounting, financial and edp personnel —and using
Robert Half, the most experienced personnel specialist,
willincrease your chance of success even more. Here's
why.

• You'll be getting highly personalized service from
professionals who understand your financial and
edp needs.
• You won't waste time with unqualified candidates.
(We'd prefer not to fill the job, rather than refer
someone who doesn't fit.)
• You'll have the advantage of the resources of the largest
organization in the financial and data processing
personnel field, with offices on three continents.
• You pay nothing unless we fill the job. And, we back
each and every placement with a liberal guarantee.
Next time you're looking for an accountant, financial
or edp professional, call your nearest Robert Half office.
You'll be glad you did.

©

ROBERT
JJJ16MLIF`'
accounting, financialand edp
personnel specialists.

O 1985 Robert Halrintemational Inc. All offims Independently owned and operated
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